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Abstract

This paper describes, step-by-step, a procedure for analyzing the

content structure of narratives. First, the events and states of a

narrative, which roughly correspond to a clause and are called content

units, are identified. hex', the componential. causal and purposeful

relations pidged to connect these everts and states are identified.

Finally, the events and states are classified as central, supportive, or

distracting on the basis of these relations. in addition, a procedure for

breaking content units into foco* and non-focus subunits corresponding to

Kiatsch's propositions is described.
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AN ANALYSIS OF NARRATIVES:
SCORING MANUAL

Richard C. Omanson
Martha J. Formosa

Learning Restorer. and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh

1,0 INTRODUCTION

Research on narrative comprehension has benefited from structural

descriptions of narrative content (e.g., 81ack & Bower, 1979; Kintsch,

1974: Handler & Johnson, 1977; Meyer, 1975; Omanson, 1982a; Rumelhart,

1477; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Schenk & Abelson, 1977; Thorndyke, 1977;

Trabasso, Secco, & van den Brook, 1983; Warren, Nienolas, b Trabasso,

4974). The- -usetuTheiS of 4-piiLicular analyses depends greatly upon the

task for which it is used. In eeucational settings in which questions and

recall are used ro assess children's understanding of a reading selection,

it is particularly useful if an analysis has three features:

I. That content rather than story structure is described.

2. That the unit of analysis corresponds to the events and

states portrayed by the story.

3. That the 'Rain events of a story that comprise the plot is

identified.

It was with tnese three goals that the analysis presented by Omanson

(1982a) was developed. Detailed comparisons between this analysis and

3



other analyses are discussed in Omartson (1979. 1982b).

The analysis described by this manual consists of three rpoir

I. The text is divided into content units,

2. The relations eonne.ttng each content unit are identified.

3. Each content unit is classified as central, supportive or

distracting.

Thar threw components are described in detail In the subsequent four

sections of this manual. in section 2, the procedure for dividing text

into content units Is described. in section 1, the basic procedure for

identifying relations is outlined, while in section 4, additional

complexities of identifying these relarions are discussed. to section 5.

rite procedure for classifyiig content units as central, supportive and

distracting is described. Section n describes ,t fou.th step that was

described in Omanson (1979), but not in nmansco (19A2a). This step

consists of breaking content units down into "a gist subunit that

describes the gist of the event or state described by tht content unit,

and nongist subunits that further modify and describe it. Finally in

section 7, an exten4ed example -tf the entire analysis is provided. In

sections 2 through 6, a step-by-step description, examples and Practice

items will be provided.

As with all analyses, the present analysis has Its strengths and

limitations. This analysis is designed to descCibe the content structure

of action-basei narratives such as those found in grade-school readers.

It can comfortably describe stories with multiple characters, multiple

plots, dialogue, and descriptive passages. It does not capture well the

structure of stories lacking clear action -based plots or

stream -of- consciousness descriptions. it is not applicable to expository

4
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texts. Finally, since the analysis describes the Structure of portrayed

events and states, it can in principle be extended to narratives portrayed

in other mediums such as pictures or television. *Never, this manual

will no. consider such extensions.

--119,-anxtysis presented in TbIl7NIgulleFficts sord-Wirrt°1Wyears
of use and modifiCation. Consequently it differ* somewhat from the

description given in Ananson (1982a). Major among these differences are;

1. The algorithm for identifying causal relations has been
altered in light of work reported by Trahasso at al.
(1981).

2. The wr in which purposeful relations are recorded have been
altered to simplify the algorithm used to classify content
as central.

3. Classifying content units as focal, identifying or
characterizing has been changed from s separate step to an
aspect of identifying relations.

4. The manrer in which content ie classified as distracting has
been redefined in terms of embedded episode structure in
light of the work of Omenson and Wilma (Noce 1).

S. The optional step of dividing content units into subunits
has been added.

Although this manual is tong and seemingly complex, the basic

categories of narrative content it identifies are commonplace. it seeks

to classify as central, story content corresponding to intuitive notions

of plot. and to classify noncentral content as either supportive of, or

distracting tq, this plot. Inter-rater reliabilities of .91 and .90 for

using this analysis to classify content as central, supportive and

distracting have been reported bY Beck, McKeown & °minion, (1982) and

Omanson (1982b) respectively. A number of studies (e.g., Beck *1 al,

1982; Beck, Perfecti, & McKeown, 1982; licKeowti, Beck, Omanson, &

P4fetti, 1983; Beck, (*moon, McKeown, & Pople, in press; Omanson,

5
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1982a. 191.2b) have found central content to be better recalled and rata

es more important than noncentral content. The relative recall of

supportive and distracting noncentrsl content, and its effects on central

content are less well established (cf. Oftanson b 1101amut. Note 1). The

distinctken between gist and nongist subunits has received only informal

empirical confirmation.

nosily, it is important to note that these are many situations in

reslarcb and education where the central content of stories needs to be

identified but that a formal analysis is not needed. in these situations

importance ratings or informal analyses are to be preferred. However, in

other research and education situations, (e.g., constructing psychological

models of comprehension) a more formal analysis of story content is

needed. It is with these particular situations in mind that this analysis

was developed.

2.0 DIVIDING THE TEXT INTO CONTENT UNITS

2.1 Definition Of Content Units

The first step in analyzing a narrative is to divide the text into

content units. A content unit portrays a single event or state. Consider

the following examples:

(I) Augustus was asleep in the houseboat.

(2) Augustus woke up.

(3) He opencd the door.

(4) A big wave washed up.

6
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(P) It *ft very stormy outside.

(6) Augustus wee not s breue boy.

tech of these examples portrays s single event or state. As a result,

each line toetAins a single content unit. In general, events refer to

actions (e.g., milking, talking, thinking) and v.:current's (e.g., felling

objec.e, weather, souesents of machines). States refer to stable

chsretter states (e.g., personality traits, physical traits, social

roles), transitory character states (e.g., emotional states, doilies,

dress), and states of the enuironmest (e.g., temperature, descriptions of

objects). to the above enenples, (t) portrays s transitory character

state, (2) and (3) gamey actions, (A) portrays an occurrence, (S)

portillps an environmental stets, and (6) portrays a stable character

state.

2.2 testi Rule for Identifying Con.ent Units

prtserp rule used to identify content units is that s content

unit corresponds to a clause. Consider the follow's; test:

Augustus use asleep in the houseboat where he lived with
his static Morino'. They were going down the Mississippi liver
in houseboat. This night they bad been asleep for some thee

when the houseboat tossed around so such that Augustus woks up.
Augustus opened the door and looked outside,

This test would be brok4n into content units in the following manner:

(7) Augustus was asleep in the houseboat

(N) where he el And with his sister Cloriens.

(9) They were got4 down the Mississippi River in a houseboat.

(10) This nigbechey had been selecp for eoee time

7
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(0) Own the houseboat tossed sround so such

J
(12) that Augustus woke up.

(11) Auguste* opened the door

(14) and looked outside.

Itch of these Witte Porno's a single event or stare and consists of

clause. A simple rule for Identlfyin2 clone (and blare content unit)

is to look for the verb. This simple rule states that every verb

describes content unit. (There are several exceptions to this rute that

will be discussed later).

As an exercise. divide the :ollowine text into content' units by

seperting the content units s slosh (/). The first thr.. are 'ark"

for you.

tong ego in the middies of s deep, dark forest. there lived an

Indian boy. / His nase was Chipmunk. I One opening Chipmunk
jumped out of his bed of furs / end r..n to the doorway. His

m-chor vas cooking breakfast over a ftre outside the door. She

smiled at No..

The units that this section of text contain ere;

(15) Loft 110 in the middle of s deep. dark forest. there lived
an Indian boy.

(l6) liis rise was Chipmunk.

(11) One'eorning Cnipaunk jumped Out of his bed of furs

(tI) and ran to the doorway.

(19) His mother was cooking Urekreit over fire outside the

door.

(20) She seated at bin.

e
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2.3 Exceptions Due To Event And State Structure

There are two classes of exceions to the simple rule that every

verb portrsys a content unit. The first class of exceptions is when a

verb describes a component of an event or state.

2.3.1 Action Structure: Single Content A single content unit can

cousin two verbs if one portrays an act of speaking. thinking or

gesturing and the other portrayylte content of that thought or speech.
0

Cdnsider the following examples:
4'

(21) "This music is shrill!" exclaimed the fst lady.

(22) Sam decided to have a violin concert. i

(21) The usher motioned for the spectscor to be quiet.

In each of these examples, there is a content that contsins two

verbs. In (21). the act of speaking is portraYel,by the .erb, "exclaimed"

and the ewe chat is described by the speaking is portrayed by "is

shrill". In (22). the act of chinking is portrayed by the verb "decided",

white the content of this thought it portraydd by the verb "have".

Finally in (2'). the acting of gesturing is portrayed by the verb "motion"

while the content exproesed by this :motioning is portrayed by the verb

phrsve "to be quiet".

As an exercise, divide the following passage into content unit* with

a slash (I).

Everything was very still until a rabbit ran down the
Tittle"Someone Is following us," said the first man. The Tittle

raccoon thought be would climb a tree because there he would be
safe from danger.

The content units this passage contains aret

9
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(24) Everything was very still

(25) satil s rabbit ran down the rood.

(26) "Someone is following us," said the first man.

(27) The little raccoon thought he would climb a tree

(28) because there he would be safe trots danger.

It is not uncommon for content units portraying actions tat portray

content to contain three, four, or even five verbs. This occurs when the

content of s character's speech or thought is itself speech or thought.

Consider the following examples.

(29) kick teased, "Billy is a baby."

(30) "Jack said that Billy was a baby," Jane complained.

(Sl) Jane decided to tell mother that Jack said that Billy was a
baby.

Each of these examples is considered to be a single content unit. Example

(29) portrays the action of teasing. The content expressed by this

teasing is that Billy is a baby. Example (30) portrays the action of

IliosPlaining. The content of the complaint is that Jack said something.

The'content of what Jack said is that Billy is a baby. Example (31)

portrays the action of deciding. The content of Jane's deciding is to

tell mother something. The content of whet Jane will tell mother is that

Jock said something. The content of what Jack said is that Billy is a

baby.

14
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2.1.2 Action Structure: Extended Content Not all speech snd thought.

however, is portrayed by a single content unit. When speech and thought

express multiple events, states or concepts that are not embedded, only

the first expressed event, state or concept is considereo to be part of

the action's content unit. Each additional event, .state, or concept

expressed by the action forms a distinct content unit.

Consider the following" paragraphs:

"Scuffle," mother said, "I don't think you should read in
bed so much. Look at your candle. It has dripped down on your
bed."

"I really should get up and get dressed," thought Scuffle
to himself.

The content units contained in this passage are:

(32) "Scuffle," mother said, "I don't think you should read in
bed so much.

(11) Look at your candle.

(34) It has dripped down on your bed."

(35) "I really should get up

(1.) and get dressed," thought Scuffle to himself.

Were, mother's speech expresses three distinct events or states: (32)

that Scuffle should not read in bed so much, (33) that he should look sc

his candle, and (14) that the candle has &roped on his bed. Each of

these comprise a content unit. Scuffle's thought, in turn, expresses two

events: (35) that he should get up and (36) get dressed. Each of these

also comprise a content unit.



2.3.3 Action Structure: Purpose - A single content unit can contain two

clauses if one portrays the action and the ,ther portrays the aim or

purpose of that action. Consider the following maples:

(37) She scrutinized the hell to see if there vas s food.

(18) The coopers shouted to scare the hear.

(39) Ne stood up to leave the table.

(40) to please her boss, the secretary arrived early.

In each of these examples,the non-underlined portion portrays an action

and the underlined portion its purpose or aim. Grammatically, the purpose

of actions is portrayed by clauses and phrases that are introduced by to.

Notice that the purpose of actions is distinct from a desire that is

portrayed as a desire or goal that exists apart fros the action as shown

in the following variations of the above example':

(37)

a. She wanted to see if there was any food around,
b. so she scrutinised the hall.

(le)

s. The campers wanted the bear to leave,
b. no they shouted.

(39)

a. He wanted to leave the table,
b. so he stood up.

(40)

a. The secretary wanted to please her boas,
b. so she case in early.

In this and subsequent exasples the content units will be labeled with

letters if sore than one content unit is part of the example. The first

content unit of each of these examples portrays s desire which prospts a

subsequent action. The difference between (37 -40) and (37 -40) is that in

12
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the first set, only a single event or state is portrayed in esch *maple,

while in the latter set, each example portrays two events or states. For

example, scrutinising the hall to sea somethin, describes only a single

event, scrutinitiag. Minting to find food then scrutinising the hall (41)

describes a desire ss existing prior to end distinct from the action of

scrutinising.

2.1.4 Transitory State Structure: Object - A single content unit csn

coetsin two clsuses if one portrays a transitory stet* and the other the

object of that state. Consider the following examples:

(41) Evermie liked the idsa of taking over the kitchen.

(42), "re loo glad it's tine to eat."

(41) John wanted to jam baseball.

(44) Wink intended for Sue co 21EIt him.

(45) Sam knew that pz., virtuosos should dive concerts.

(46) Lulu was sure she blew it.

(47) George had a dream that he use the Hag of Condor.

In each of these examples, the objeit of the trsnsitory state hss been

underlined. Notice that transitory state csn refer to preferences, as in

(41), *mottoes as in (42), desires as in (,1), plans as in (44), knowledge

states as in (4S) and (46) and altered scats as in (47).

As-an exercise, divide the following text into content units with a

slash (I).

/terry wanted aoneone to talk to, and he thought of Pippin. Out

that only increased his restlessness. Poor Pippin, shut up in
the great city of stone. Merry wished he was a tall rider like

Loser and could blow a horn and go galloping to his rescue.

The content units contained in this passage are:

13*
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(46) Merry wanted someone to talk to

(49) and he thought of Pippin.

(SO) but that only ifravessed his restlessness.

(SI) Poor Pippin, shut up in the great city of stone.

(52) Merry wished he was tell rider like Romer

(53) and could blow a horn

(54) and go galloping .to his rescue.

You may have noticed that this passage contained several 'curve balls".

Malt (51) portrays the content of Merry's thought, yet does not supply a

verb denoting thinking. As can be seen from this example, portrayals of

thinking does not have to include a verb dmscriNing the act of thinking.

Also units (S2-54) portray a wish with multiple object's. As can be seen

ftom this example, multiple obiects are treated in a similar fashion ss

thought or speech that expresses multiple events or concepts.

20.5 Stable SUE. Structure: Range - A single content unit can contain

two verb clauses if one describes some characteristic and the other

describes the limits or conditions under which the, characteristic is

present.

Consider the following:

(SS) Sam was a novice at playing the piano.

(56) "I'm s veteran at cooking

(57) Matthew has the responsibility of closing the store st

!ISM*

(56) Sam is responsible for dealing with complaints.

In the*, examples the non-underlined portion portrays s trait or

obligation and the underlined portion portrays the range of the trait or

14
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obligation. In example (SS), the trait of being a "novice" is portrayed

and in limited to (i.e., has a tango of) "playing the piano." In example

($6), the trait of being-a veteran is pouf:eyed and it limited to cooking.

Rumples (57-511) portray obligations, United to closing the @tote and

dealing with complaints respectively.

2.3.6 Event Sttuctdtel perception - Another instance in which @ content

Whit can contain multiple verbs is when the perception of an event is

portrayed. Conaidet the following:

(S9) Gamut sew that Sam was angry.

(60) alit noticed that John was good with children.

(61) Sam could see the mouse hiding .der the bed.

(62) Nobody heard the (tee fall.

in lach of these examples, the undetlined pottion of the content unit

pottteye the perception of the event potttayed in the temaindet of the

unit. both the set of petceiving end the evenc perceived contains verb,

yet at.: contained :within a single content unit.

As a 'review exetctse divide the following petigteph into conceit(

units with a slash (/). The paragraph contains examples of the topics

just discussed.

Bob thought that the concert was booting. Howevet, he caw chat

Joan was enjoying tt. To please het, he sat quietly. As ha
shifced in his seat to get more comfottable, the chat( made
loud squeak. 110 felt everyone stating at him sad wanted to

leave desperately.

The content mite contained in this passage ate:

(63) Sob thought that the concert was looting.

15
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(64) However, he saw that Josn was enjoying it.

(61) In order to pleisse her, he sat quietly.

(66) As he shifted in his seat to get more comfortable,

(67) the chair made a loud squeak.

(6A) H. felt everyone staring at him,

(69) and wanted to leave desperately.

2.4 Exceptions Due To Syntactic ComplexitY

The second class of exceptions to the rule that each content unit

contains a single clause (verb) are due to certain syntactic

constructions.

2.4.1 Clauses 'ghat function As Nouns - The first way in which a content

unit can contain aor than one clause (verb) for syntactic reasons is when

one of the clauses is contains functions as a noun (i.e. portrays a

Person, place, object, idea, or quality). Clauses that function as nouns

do not fora distinct content units.

Consider the following examples:

(70) Whoever cracked the window rat must pay for its

(71) What Itet were doing was wrong.

(72) gene se what zes have.

(71) Singing in the shower is very relaxing.

Each of these sentences contains two clauses yet portrays a single content

unit. This is because one of the clauses in each exsmple, which has been

underlined, functions ar a noun. In (70) the clause "Whoever crocked the

window pane" identifies who muss pay. In (71) "What they were doing"

16
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describes what was wrong. In (72) "what you have" describes what was

requested. In (73) "singing In the shower" describes what is relaxing.

Clsuses that functiGn as nouns often begin with "what, that, who,

whoever, whomever, whatever and which, or end in "-ing." They often can be

replaced with a simple noun. For example in sentence (70) the clause

"whoever cracked the window pane" can be replaced with a simple noun such

as "51114 without the sentence losing its meaning. A dente that

functions as a noun cannot stand alone as a main clause because it does

not express a complete thoughr.

As an exercise divide the following paragraph into content units by

separating the content units with a slash (/)

The Chop family had a big party. The family gave whoever came
warmest weltome. A clown was performing in the living room,
doing whatever he felt like. What he was going to do next could
never he guessed.

The paragraph would WS divided into content units as follows:

(74) The Chop family had a big party.

(75) The family save whoever came a warm welcome.

(76) A clown was performing in the living room,

(77) doing whatever he felt like.

(78) What ever he was going to do next could never be guessed.

2.4.2 Clauses That identify Nouns. A content qait can contain more than

one clause or verb when one of Its clauses or verb phrases restrict the

identity of a noun. These clauses and verb phrases, which are called

restrictive, do not form distinct content units. Consider the following

examples:

17
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(79) The record that Margaret brought is bad.

(80) This is the solar whose pain makes the child shriek.

(81) Matilda likes won't's ice cream tipped Pith ung.

(82) The Posen gave the lad shove1111 her walk a dotter.

Examples (79-82) each contain two verb phrases or clauses yet consist of

only a single content unit% This is because khe underlined clause or verb

Phrases in each of these examples is restrictive. These restrictive

phrases identify which record, which molar, what kind of ice cream and

which lad is being discussed. In each casv, the underlined phrases

IC atifies the precedirg noun.

In contrast to the above examples containing restrictive clauses, the

following examples contain nonrestrictive clauses, each of which portrays

s distinct content unit:

(83)

a. The old raft ... was finally hooked and dragged ashore.
b. which had been submerged for over a month

(g4)

a. The elderly neighhor,...finally called the polis:e.
b. who had been irritated too hull trespassers,

(RS)

a. f211121 across Lake Placid,

b. i viewed the surrounding Mountains.

( 86)

e. The quarterback, ... flopped to the ground.
b. surrounded by three linesmen,

The resew: examples (83-86) each portray two content unite is that

the codifying clause, which has been underlined, assumes the identity of

the noun it modifies has already been established. Thus the modifying

clauses in (83-86), tell the reader something additional about the nouns
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rather khan estblihing their identity.

Mirtrictive clauses and verb phrases Are often introduced by the

dea

pron.

l
a whose, who. or that. They cannot be ositted without chaosios the

of the esetence and thereto* should not set ott Eros the seetesce

by commas es noaretrictive clusesond phrases howld.

with

At en exercise. divide the following paragraph into coarser teats

slash (/). Embedded content units can be circled.,

*Ma and Rose, Who were iisters, loved to do thiog together.

they often went swishing in the pond that Waned to Mr nay.
Oftn. they took lunch the: pother pecked end picnicked in the
park. Everyone knew thee se the girls who wars Always together.

The paragraph should be divided as tollows.

(81) Martha end Rose ... loved as do things together.

(66) who were si.ere

(69) they often seat swishing in the pond that belonged to Mr.

Day.

(9p) Often. they took a Lunch that nether packed

($1) end picnicked in the park.

(92) everyone knalftkato CO toe girls who were always together.

2.4.3 Contout;c1 Predicates - Not only ere there content units thr Costae

sultiple clauses or verb phrases. but there are oleo clauses that contoiL

aultipl conteet units.

One ihtace in which ciao!' can contain multiple content mats is

when a clause contains a cospound verb phrase. Consider the tollowift

e tee:
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(93)
a. Ono day Sea rented e big usic hell
b. and invited many people to hear aim pisY.

(94)
a. Whoa the usher saw mbst she was doing
b. be fleited ftle era

c. and thrust her into a corner.

(95) 1 have s Cr.. that grows and grows.

Owahpl, (93) contains s et:0pound verb posse "rented . and

invited." As a result this example contains two tomcat units. dzesple

(94) also contains a cospound yob phrase "flexed . . and tweet". Ibis

sentence coetaias three content unite. the first unit (a) *ascii..a the

usher's perception of the lady's actions. The next two units describe his
'-

actions of flexion his era . (b) and thrusting the lady. (c). lineage

(93) albs contains a coapoiond predicate. yet portrays only a single

content unit. This is because whenever a verb is repeated in such a wey

Chat it is sn idiom for s single iftrb, only a single contest unit is

identified.

2.4.4 Compound Coaplesents A second instance in witch a clause non

contain sultiple content units is when it contains a compound verb phrase

complement. Vera phrase complement refers to tae words to the Clause thet

ere not the subject or verb. Compound cooplemeate that portray aultiple

events. states. or concepts are classified as a distinct content unit.

topsider the following:

(96)'

a. Sick went to the store
b. and the gas station.
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(0)
S. John gave breed so the gzs
b. and corn to the squirrels.

(9$) Mary gave bread and corn to the ducks.

All of these examples contain compound coaplements. Exempla (96)

contains tun contest units because two actions (going to the store and

going to the gee station) are portrayed. Notice that in (b), both the

subject, "Jock", and the verb, "went" ars !implied rather that stated.

Similarly example (97) contains two content units because two events,

giving bread to the geese muiiving corn to the squirrels, are portrayed.

Example (M), on the other band, contains only single content unit

because giving breed end corn is portrayed se as. single event directed

toward the ducks. /bus, sentences with a compound complement form

ultiple content units if they are judged as porrraying multiple event

states.

As a review exercise divide the following .paragraph into content

units with a slash (/). /hi, exercise includes examples of the topics

discussed.

Whoever wins the trip to Italy will have a greet time.

They will spend eight days ud seven nights there. They will
visit sang famous places and have s chime to observe Italian

customs. With the $90,000 that is part of the prise, they will

be able to sample such of the Italian cuisine.

The content units contained in this passage are:

(99) Whoever wins tb . trip to Italy will Wm a Wreak rum.,

(100) They will spend'aight dsy and seven night there.

(101) They will visit many famous places

...

(102) and have chaoc

"
to observe Italian customs.

I
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(OS) With the $50.000 that is part of the prise, they will be

able to Sample such of the Italian cuisine.

1.0 toarimic RELATIONS: SAW PROCEDURE

After the text has been divided into content units, the relation.

connecting the events or states (hereafter called event/states) they

portray srs identified. five types of relations ere identified:

I. Componeotial

2. Purposeful
1. Csusel

A. Disruptive
S. Enabling

lo identify these relations. elk

event /state portrayed by the content

they should be asked. srs:

I. !Rinsing Event/Stete:

2. Componential relations:

S. Causal relation:

4. Purposeful relation:

S. Disruptive relation:

6. Enabling relation:

Questions are asked about each

units. These questions. in the order

bee this event/state Iseq
sleets* eventfatste?

Is this event /state a component
of another ovent/etatv?

Art there prior scant /stets that
caused this event/stets?

Is there a prior action that use
performed is, order.to bring about
this event/atete?

Did this event /stets cause a
prior action to 'fell'?

is this event /state enabled by a
prior event/at/ate'
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In order to sake learning these questions easier, we will describe

the neatens of thee* questions in the order of causal relations,

purposeful relations, disruptive relations, enabling relations.

componential relations end stint% evontintetnno

3.1 Camel gelation.

Often, two event/states are connected by causal relations. Consider

the following example:

(104)
a. "Yea took ginry's.fcbdlw the cook tried.
b. the old sea became angry.
c. stood up to Leave
d. and * loaf of breed fell out of his pocket.

In this example, the cook's accusation (s) and the old stn's betting *eery

(b) are cossetted by a causal relation. A causal relet.ou also connects

the cock's accusation Is) and the old MOO'S teedie$ up (t). Finally the

old BAD'S standing vp (c) sad the breed falling out. (d) ars connected by

tones' relation. In general e causal relation connects an event/state

with a prior event/state that is judged to be responsible for it. iihen

*two event/states ere connected by a causal relation, the prior vast/state

is celled the cause of the Gybes:went event/stet*.

to identify thecausal relation:: connecting the content unite to

example (10A), the causal question stated above is eked for eeth unit es

follow*:
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(104)

s. Are there prior eveet/ststes that ceased the cook to accuse
the old maa of stealing the food? No.

b. Are there prior avenc /stscss that caused the old maa co

become angry? Yes, che cook's accuvtioe(a).

C. Are there prior ovoor/scotoo that ceased che old ion co gee
up? Yes, the cook's accusation (a).

d. Are there prior event/scstes chit caused the food co drop
nuc? Yes, the old eon's standing up (c).

If s cause of an event /state is given in the text, che number (in

this case, leccer) of the unit containing the csuse is entered in a column

labeled "C" (for Cause). If no cause of en event/stste is given, a dash

is encored in thee unit's cause column.

104 below:

This has been dome for example

(104)
a. "You cook Weary's food!" the cook cried.
b. The old man becalm angry.
c. Ne stood up to lesve
d. and s lost of breed fell out of his pocket.

Causal relations come in three

1. Physics'

2. Notivecional
3. psychological

varieties:

/here is no need to keep creek of the type of ceusai relstion that =lots.

These types ere mentioned here merely as an sid to recognising che variety

of s tustions in which causal reistions exist. A ehysicil Moat relation

exists' when an event/stste is judged se physically and mechanically

producing a subsequent evenc/state. In (104), the old man's 'candies (c)

physically caused che bread to fell td). A aotivetioaal causal relacion

seises when an event/scste is judged as prompcing a characcer co perform e

voluacary accion. In (104), che cook's accusation (s) aocivatioeslly
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caused (ptompted) the old *an to stand up (c). A psycholosicel causal

relation exists if the psychological significance of en event/state is

judged as causing en involuntary event/state involving a chstacter. In

(100, the cook's accusation (c) psychologically caused the old men to get

angry (b). In most cases, the causes of event/stets are easy to identify.

tor those cases that ere not obvious an additioaal question can be asked:

"If the prior event had not occurred. would the subsequent event have

occurted? If not, the prior event is probably a cause of the subsequent

event.

As /melte:cies, identify the causal relations in the following units:

(105)
a. Mrs. Cabby was hungry.
b. so she stopped at the Whole Donut for s bite to est.
c. When her bus cline by,

d. she ran out to catch it.

7he causal relations you should have identified ere se follows:

(103)
a. Mrs. Cabby vas hungry,
b. so she stopped st the Whole Donut for a bite to eat. a
c. When her bus case by.

d. ohs ran out to catch it.

3.2 Purposeful Relations

C

c

Very often event/states are also connected by purposefur relations.

Consider the following example:

(106)

a. John went to the hardware store

b. and bought sone clippers.
c. Later. he used them to clip his bushes.

In this example, John's going to the store (a) is connected to buying

clippers (b) by a purposeful relation. Ibis is because John goes to the
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store in order to buy the clippers. John's buying the clippers. in turn,

is connected to clipping its bushes (c) by a purposeful relation. this is

because John buys the clippers in order to clip his bushes. Thus, a

purposeful relation is sn "in order to" relstion that connects a voluntary

action to a subsequent event/state. The purpose of sn action refers to

the subsequent event /state that the action brings about.

In order to identify purposeful relations, one asks for each action

"Was a prior action performed in order to bring about this event /state?

If there is, the number (or letter) of the prior action is entered in a

column labeled "P" (for Purpose) of the queried, event/state it brought

about. This has been done for example 000 below:

(106)

s. John went to the herdware store
b. and bought some cliPpers a
c. later. he used them to clip his bushes.

The purposeful relations in example (106) were identified by answering the

purposeful question as follows:

(I06)

a. was a prior action performed in older to go to the store (a)?

tio, so no entry is made.

b. Jas a prior action performed in order to buy some clippers

(b)? Yes. John vent to the store (a) to buy the clippers

. (b). So an "s" is entered in unit (b)'s purpose column.

c. lies a prior action pelformed in order to clip the bushes?

Yes, John bought the clippers (b) in order to clip the bushes
(c). So a "b" is entered in unit (c)'s purpose column.
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As can be seen frost this example. It is not necessary fora character

to verbalise a goal in order to identify e purposeful relation. In

gagers!. purposeful relations exist whenever an action:

1. Is responsible for s subsequent event /state.

2. is judged to be intentional richer than accidental; end

3. Produces en event/stete that is not surprising or unexpected to
the character.

As an exercise. identify the purposeful relations of the following

example:

(107)
a. The dragon went to his book shelf.
b. and steeled to reed by the firs place.
c. Abruptly he Vas interrupted by a knock.
d. He went outside
e. end found that Jerisiah frog had come for e visit.

The purposeful relations yoo should have identified are as follows:

(107) P
a. The dragon went to his book shelf.
b. end started to reed by the fire plece. a
c. Abruptly be we interrupted by s knock.
d. He went outside
e. and found that Jerimish frog had come for s visit.

3.3 Disruptive Reletione

Often actions are interrupted or have purposes that fails Consider

the following example:
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(los)
a. Jack reached for the apple
b. end fell out of the tree.

Here, Jack tries to get an apple (s) but fails because he falls out of the

tree (b). ?bus Jack's falling (b) is connected to Jack's reaching for an

apple (a) by a disruptive relation because his falling disrupted his

reachliig (i :e.. caused it to falp. In order to identify disruptive

relations. one asks: "Did this event/state disrupt a prior action, or

cause its purpose to fail? If it did, the number (or letter) of those

event/states are entered in the disruptive (D) column of the queried unit.

This hes been done for example (10$) below,

(108)

a, jack reached for the apple

b. and fell out of the tree. a

The disruptive relations in example (10A) were identified by answering the

disruptive question as follows:

(108)

a. Did Jack's reaching disrupt a prior action. No, so

dash is entered :4 unit (8)'s disruption column.

b. Did failing out of the tree disrupt a prior action?

Yes, falling out of the tree (b) disrupted Jack's

reaching (a). So an "a" is entered in unit (b)'s

disruption column.

As an exercise, identify the disruptive relations contained in the

following example:
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(109)

s. Scooter threw the football across the street.
b. Henry positioned himself in front of the ball
c. only to watch it fly into the window of s passing car.

The disruptive relations you should have identified are as follows:

11. Scooter threw the football across the street.
b. Henry positioned himself in front of the bell
c. only to watch it fly into the window of s pawing tar.

3. Inabling Relations

D

,b

Often in event or stem is enabled by a prior event or state.

Consider the following example:

(l10)

e4 The camp counselor was balking outside
b. when he heard shouting from the dining hall.
c The counselor ran into the hail
d. end was hit on the heed by a flying pot.

tR this example the counselor's walking (a) end hearing the shouting (b)

are connected by en enabling relation. Running into the hall (c) and

getting hit on the head (d) are also connected by an enabling relation.

In general in enabling -elation *lists whenever a prior event/state makes

ft possible for a character to perceive, experience or ',Wore

subsequent event/state. If two event/states ere connected by either s

causal or purposeful relation an enabling relation is not identified.

In order to identify enabling relations, one asks "Acs there prior

event/states that enabled thecurrent event/ems to occur or exist?" If

there are, the number (or letter) of the prior event/states are entered in

a column labeled "E" (for Enable) of the queried unit. This has been done

for example (RlO) below:
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(110) E
a, The camp counselor wee walking outside
b. wbea he heard shouting from the dining hail.
e. The counselor ran into the hall
d. sad was hit on the heed by a flying pot.

The enabling relations in example (110), were identified by answering the

enabling question an follows:

(110)

a. Are there prior event/locates that enabled the counselor to
walk outside? No, no a dub is placed in unit (a)'e enable
column.

b. Are there prior event/states that enabled the counselor to

hear the shouting? Yes, walking outside enabled the
counselor to hear the shouting. Therefore an "a" is entered
in the enable column of unit (b).

c. Are there prior event/states that enabled the counselor to
run into the hell? No, so a dash is placed in unit (0'0
onside colons.

d. Are there prior event/states that enabled, toll. zve',/sta.e?
Tea, talking into the hell (c) enabled him to get hit.
Therefore a "c" is pieced in the enable column of unit (d).

As an exercise, identify the enabling relations contained in the

following example.

(ill)

a. Sam stepped out on the porch
b. and saw a bird with a broken wing.

e. As he stepped out into the yard
d. and picked up the bird,

e. the wind blew water from the trees on him.

The results of your responses to the enabling questions should have been

as follows:

(111)
a. Sam stopped out on the porch

b. and sew a bird with a broken wing.
c. As he stepped out in the yard

d. and picked up the bird,
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S. the triad blew water from the trees on Me.

, (Note: the reason (c) and (d) ere not connected by en

is because a purposeful relation exists between them.)

3.5 Componential helationi,

c

enabling reletiop

Very often events ere portrayed that ere composed of other events and

states. Consider the following examples:

(112)

a. Horace use busy making breakfast.
b. Horses picked out his favorite cereal
c mud poured some in s bowl with some fruit and milk.

(ID)
a. John calked through the woods.
b. and crossed the old pasture.
c. Then he vent down the road into town.

Mary looked ell ovir fo: Tea
Mary checked st the office
end called all of Tom's favorite bars.
Then she walked through the park.

(11$)

s. "Men I grow up," said Linus,
b. "I vent to be outrageously happy."

For rather differerA reasons. each of these examples contain complex

events. Example (112) portrays a typical sequencA. The overall or

summary event of this typical sequence is that of making breakfast (a).

Picking out cereal (b) and pouring it in a bowl (c) are components of thii

summary event. Thug. making betakfast (a) is connected to picking out.
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cereal (b) and to pouring milk (c) by s conponentiel relstion. That is,

picking out the cereal end pouring milk are components of making

*..reskfast. In peers', coaponents of a typical ftequence:

I. amble each othNrr
2. Are performed in s single setting
3. Can be summarised ss s single event

in addition to scripted actions such as that portrayed in example (112),

typical sequences include intended physically csused events and verbal

acknowledgments that accompany compliance to 'a command. Addttimally,

turning *round, looking up, walking sloes, sitting or standing and then

hearing or seeing en event form typical sequences of petceiving en event.

In order to identify componential relations such ss those in typicsl

sequences one asks: "Is this event/stet, a component of s summary

event/stets?" If it is, the number (or letter) of the summary event/state

-ii entered in a column Libeled "h" (for componential) of the component

event /state. Thus in order to identify CM componential relations of

example (lif) the f011ouing questions would be asked:

(m),

0

s. In asking breakfast a component of a smeary event/state?
No, so s dash is entered in unit (a)'s component (K) column.

b. is picking out cereal a component of s gunnery? Yes. picking
out cereal (b) is s component of making breakfast (a). So an

"a" is entered in unit (b)'s component coluan.

C Is pouring cereal in s bowl s component of s summary
event /state? Yes, pouring cores' in s bowl is* component of
'eking breakfast. So "s" is entered in unit (e)'e component
column.
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IL

Ezsm Pla (113) portrays an ongoing event. The misery event is the

destination, that is, going to town (c)., Going through the woods (a)'.ar.4

crossing the pasture (b) are components of going to town (c). In gent41

ongoing events twortray different phases of the same event. In addition e0

different phases of a tourney such as is portrayed in example

ongoing events include resuming an interrupted activity, and phyeically

caused consequences of an ongoing event and redeseriptions of an event by

the author.

Exaspie (114) portrays a generaliaable sequence. The summary event

is looking for Tom (a). Checking at the office (b), calling the bars (c)

and walking through the park (d) are all components of looking for Toe.

In general, generalisable sequences can be comprised by abstracting

across characters, actions, or locations. In example (114) Mary's actions

of checking, calling and walking can be "abstracted" (i.e. summarised) as

looking. the locations of the office, the bars and the patk can be

abstracted as "gill over". If jams and milda had also been looking, the

characters could have been abstracted as "the women".

Usual, (115) portrays extended dialogue. 'These two unit of Untie

speech 4r nfIlleCied by a componential relation. The method used to

suegoary event of extended dialogue (or extended "thought) is

described in section (3.1.4) below.

As an exercise, identify the componential relations in the following

example. It is not necessary to differentlste among the different types

of componential rotations. As with causal relation*, the different types

of componential relations have been described only to give you an idea of

the range of relations that are considered to be componential.
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`s.

(HO
a. Seery grabbed the football,
1. cached it under his ere,
c. end ren down the street
d. until be came to Scooter's house.
at, Close en out Scooter, Plenty yelled.

f, All right, Scooter mumbled

N. is he stumbled outside. '

b, The hove hopped oe their bikes
1. end bit the town for food.
j. they went to Joe's Diner.

Then they stopped at Noggy's Pisseria.
1. nosily they finished their appetites st Slush -0 -isms.

the relations you should have identified ars as follows:

(Ile) PI

a. Henry grabbed the football, -
b. tucked it under his ern, a
c. and ran down the street
d. until he cams to Scooter's house. -
e. Coos on out Scooter, Henry yelled.
f. All right, Scooter stabled
g. as be stumbled outside.
h. The boys hopped on their bikes
1. end hit the town for food. -

f. they went to Joe's Diner.
k. then they stopped it lloggy's Piszerie.
1. Finally they finished their appetites st Slush -0-Nees. i

Notice that units (a) end (b) form s typical sequence summarised by

grabbing the football, while unite (c) and (d) pours, the sae going"

event of going to Scooter's house. Unite (s) end (b) are not considered

port of going to Scooter's house because they ere performed in a different

settle'. Units (f) and (g) pours, a typical sequence complying with

Warr, request. Units (t).(l).(k) and (1) fore the seserelisable

sequence of hitting the tom for food.



3.6 Meath' tweet/States

Sometimes the text implies the existence of an event /state that is

not directly stetted. In certain circumstances when this occurs, s missing

event/state is identified. Specificetly, missing event/states are

identified in three situations:

1.' Missing setting transitions.
2. Missing causes.
3. Missies summery vent/states.

lach.of these types will be considered in torn.

3.6.1 Missing Setting Trensittons - The first type of missing

event/states are those due to elegies settle* transitions.

following :maples

(117)
s. John noticed he was out of breed.
b. It the store, be bought some b =end.

Consider the

Mire John notices that he is out of bread. Then abruptly buys some bread

in w store. The action of going to the itors is not spec ifted and hence

is supplied by the sealysis as a missing vent/state. In gemeral. whs. an

action is performed in s new settle', but how the character got there is

not specified, a missing avant/stets of going to the new setting is

identified.

To order to identify a elutes evens/state. one asks for **eh unit,

"Does this event/state imply a missive evens/stater miesteg *vest/states

ars then indicated in the analysis by inserting a new line seelosed in

brackets. Thus for the above example, she answers to this question would

be es follows:
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(117r

a. Imes JOhm's motic$04 he was out of breed imply a missing
event/stet*? No, 100 00 wry is sage.

b. Ones Mgt a brand imply s sissies event/stets? Yes. John
Weep bread at the store, but egos to the store ie sot
sissified, so the sissies evert /stets ljohs west to She
store) is inserted 'ties to this omit.

lbe resolto of thee* emestioes are gives below:

(t17)
a. Jobe noticed he wee at of bresd.
be [Jobe vent to the store.)
c At the store, he bought some breed.

There are /Aro* except toes to the role that abrupt changes in setting

result in missing avant /state. lhe first 'sceptic* is when the new

setting is the setting in which the shetestet first eilleete the second

aseapti00 is when a taftpoe41 gap exists between the setting changes. the

third exception it when in intended action summarises the Missies

event/stet,. In order to see these, consider the following esesPIee:

e. Tt moo very cold is London.

b. In his bedroom, in Wes. however, has wag very vers.

(ilt)
s. Sam pleyed very hard in the recketbalt court.
b. The next day et home, be slept 911 dry loop.

(t20)
e. Jack decided to.go to the beach.
b. Its got sunburned there .

In ell three of chase examOes, 00 eitsins event/states eoold have boos

identified. Notice that although *sample (Ili) has as abrupt settles
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change, no missing svends:sts is identified. This is because the second

setting is the first setting thst involves Sam. Similarly, no missing

event/stets is identified in Omaisple (119). Thir is beceues there is s

tempors1 gap between the two settings. Finally. in exame:e (120), the

amended action functions in the piece of en sctton describing actually

going to the beach.

3.6.2 Missing Causes - A second common type of missing event/stens srs

those due to missing physical or psychological causes. TO see this,

identify the missing event/ststs contained in the following 9IsuP1911:

(121)
a. John was st bet
b. when lira. Wilson's window was broken.

:122)
S. aJe and George walked through the forest.
b. Svddenly George screamed.

The answers to the missing event/stete questions should have been as

follows:

(121)

a. Ones John being et bat imply s Missing Nvent/Stete? No. 4t,

nothing ie done.

b. noes the window breaking imply s missing event/state? Yes.
because it is sn event that typically is physically caused by
something yet no cause is given. /hes a likely cause [The

bell was hit through Hrs. Wilson's window.] is inserted.
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(l22)

s. noes walking through the woods amply s missies even/state?
Ns, an no entry is made.

b. Does screaming imply a missing event/state? Tee, because
screaming in an event that typically is psycbologicelly
caused (i.e., is involuntary). Thus s likely cause, !George
we scared by something) is inserted.

The results of these questions ere given below:

(121)
2. lobo was at bat.
b. when (the bell use bit through Ire. Wilson's window)
c. (end) broke Mrs. Vilson's window.

(122)
a. George end Sue were walking through the woods.
b. (Something scared George.)
c. Suddenly George screamed.

In the above examples, the type of cause missing wee either s

physical or psychological cause. If a motivational cause of a voluntary

settee is missing, a missing event/store is not identified. Consider the

following example:

(123)
s. leek walked into the room
b. end punched Sam in the nose.

Sere even though no cause of Jack's opening the door to punch Sam in the

nose is given, a sassing event/store is not identified. This is because

punching is s voluntary action.
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1.6.1 Hissing Intended Actions The third type of common missing

event/stet*s are those due to missing intended seamarY events. Consider

the following example:

4
(124)

s George played the washtub,
b. Mother played the fiddle,
c. end Mary song her little heart our
d. as (ether proudly conducted.

Hare there is s complex event, (specificelly s generelizeble sequence)

that might be summarized as "The whole fatly performed." However, none of

the component events imprimis this. Therefore, the summary event is

identified es a missing event/state. In general, whenever there exists a

generalizable sequence that does not contain a component event that can be

used as a summary event, an eppropriste summary event is identified se s

missing event/stets. This has been done for the preceding example below:

(124)
s. [The whole family performed.)
b. George played the washtub
c. MOther played the fiddle
d. end Mary song her heart out
e. se tether proudly conducted.

As en smarties, identify the missing event/litotes in the following

examples:

(125)
s. Michelle sessoned the stuffing.
b. While cooking, the stuffing oozed out of the turkey.
c. Nicholls was proud to serve the delicious seal.
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(126)

a. Sarah choose flat piece of wood.
b. She sanded ic,
c. snd varnished it,
d. thou nailed it to the all ready assembled legs.

lb* following missing venc/stsce should have been identified:

(120
a. Michelle seasoned the scuffing.
b. 'She placed the scuffing in the turkey
c. While cooking, the scuffing oozed out of the bird.
d. (Michelle prepared meal'
e. Michelle was proud to serve the delicious oral.

(126)
a. Sarah choose flat piece of wood.
b. She sanded it,
c. and varnished 1,,
d. they nailed it to the aireadY assembled legs.
e. 'Sarah made a table(

3.7 Putting It Ali Together

You have now been introduced to the five types of relations

identified by this analysis. Ic is now time to describe the manner in

which the ee 1 cc ion questions are asked. it is often not necessary to ask

each question of every unit. Instead the following algorithm is used

1. First, the siestas event question is asked.

2. Next, the componertil question in asked. if the queried
unit is a component of another unit, it is recorded, dashes
are entered in the unit's remaining columns, snd the

algorithm is continued with the next unit at seep #1.

3. if a componential relation is not identified, the purposeful
relation question is asked. if the queried unit is connected
to prior units by purposeful relation, it is recorded,

dashes ors entered in the unit's remaining columns, and the
algorithm is continued with the next unit at step # 1.
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4. If purposeful relation is not identified. the causal sod
disruptive relation questions are asked. If the queried unit
is connected to subsequent unite by either caussl or
disruptive relations. it is recorded, dash is entered in
the unit' enable column, and the algorithm is continued with
the next unit et step 01.

$. If no causal or disruptive rletions ere identified, the
enabling question is asked. If the queried unit is connected
to prior unit, it is recorded. Otherwise, a dash is entered.
In both cases, the algorithm is continued with the newt unit
et step 0 1.

As en exvAse, identify the relations in the following passage using

the algorithm outlined above.

(127)
e. Homer and Oen decided to go to the pond.
b. There they cut some logs,
c. and built raft.
$. When they finished the raft

e. they boarded it,
f. end floated out to the :Biddle of the pond.
g. After they had drifted for a while.
h. they went to shore.

i. Then using their lunch es bait
j. they began to fish.
k. They caught two bullheads,
1. and cooked the fish et home.

Your responses should have been es follows:

(127)
OMIT TEXT MPCOE

..=
a. Wooer and Ben decided to go to the pond.
b. There they cut some loge, c

so they built raft. a
d. When they finished the raft c

a. they boarded it f

f. and floated out to the middle of the pond. - c

g. After they bad drifted for while, f

h. they went to shore.
1. Using their lunch es bait, i

-

J. they began to fish. - h
k. They caught two bullheads, 2

s-1. (The boys went home.) - k
1. and cooked the fish at borne. ma
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The rotations identified in (127) were identified by answering the

relational questions ss follows:

(127)

s. Does deciding to go to the pond imply missing event/state?
No. It does imply the action of going to the pond, but since
unit (a) expresses the intention to perform this action, no
missing event/state is identified.

Is deciding to go to the pond component of summary
event/state! No, so dash is entered in unit (s)'s
component column. Is there a prior action that was performed
in order to go to the pond? No, so a dash is entered in unit
(a)'s purpose column.

Is deciding to go to the pond caused by prior event/state?
No, so dash is entered in unit (s)' cause column. Does
deciding to go to the pond disrupt a prior event/state? No,
so dash is entered in unit (s)'s disrupted column.

Is deciding to go to the pond enabled by a prior event/state?
8o, so a dash is entered in unit (s)'s enable column, and we
move on to unit (b).

b. Does cutting some logs imply a *teeing event /state' No, so
no unit is added.

Is cutting some logs a component of a summary event /state?

Yes. it is s component of building a raft (c). So a "c" is

entered in unit (b)'s component column, dashes are entered in
the remaining columns, and we go on to the next unit.

c. Does building a raft imply a missing event/state? No, so no

unit is added.

Is building a raft a component of a summary event/stte? No,

so J dash is entered in unit (c)'s component column.

Is there a prior.action that was performed in order to build
the raft? Yes, 'going to the pond (a). So an "a" is entered
in unit (c)'s pur e column, dashes are entered in the

remaining columns. and we move on to the next unit.

d. Does finishing the raft imply a missing event /state? No, so

no unit is added.

Is finishing the raft a component of summary event/state?
Yes, it is s component of building the raft (c). So "c" is
entered in unit (d)' component column. Dashes are entered
in the remaining columns and we move on to the next unit.
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e. Does boarding thv raft imply missing event/state? NO, so
no unit is added.

is boarding the raft a component of summary event/state?
Yes, it is a component of floating in the pond (f). So an
"f" is tittered in unit (4)'s componeht velum. Dashes are
entered in the remaining columns sad we move on to the next
unit.

f. Does floating in the pond Imply a mis..ng event/stets' No,
so no unit is added.

Is floating in the pond component of a summery event/state?
No, no dash is entered in unit (f)'s component column.

g

Is there prior action that was performed in order to float
in the pond? Yes, the boys built the raft (c) in order to
float in the pond (f). So "c" is entered in unit (f)'
purpose column. Dashes are entered is the remaining columns
and we move on to the next unit.

Does drifting around imply missing event/state? No, so no
unit is added,.

Is drifting around a component of summary event/state?
Yes, it is a component of floating on the pond (f). So a "f"

is entered in unit (g)' component column. Dashes are

entered in the remaining columns and we move on to the next
unit.

h. Does going co shore imply a missing event/state? No, so no
unit is added.

Is going to shore a component of a summary event/state? No,

so dash is entered in unit (h)' component column.

Is there a prior action that was performed in order to go to
shore? No, so a dh is entered in units (h)' purpose
column.

Are there prior event/states that cause the boys to go to

shore? Yes, floating in the middle of the .pond (f)

(technically the completion of this action) prompted the boys
to go to shore (h). So an "f" is entered in unit (h)'s cause
column.

Are there prior event/states that are disrupted by the boy's
fishing? No, so a dash is entered in unit (h)'s disruption
column. Since an entry was made in unit (h)' cause column,

dash is entered in the enable column and we move on to the
next unit.
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1. 'bee using their luach as bait imply a atomise soot/state?
No, so no omit is identified.

J

Is using their leach as bait a commonest of s misateg
event /state? Yes. it Ise component of fishing (j). So a
"j" is entered is unit W*9 component column. Dashes ere

entered in the remaining columns sod we move on to the next
emit.

Doom fishing limply a musing event/state? No, so no unit is
identified.

Is flaking s component of s summary avert /scats? No, so e
drub is entered in unit (j)'s component column. 4,

Is there a prior action clot wee performed in order to fish?
Yes, the boys went to shore (h) to order to fish (j). So en
"h" is entered In unit (j)'s purpose column. Dashes ere
entered in the remaining columns sad we move on to the oast
omit.

k. Does catching two bullheads imply s missing event /state? So,
so no unit is identified.

Is catching two bullheads component of s summary
event /state? No, no s Nash is entered in unit (k)'s
component column.

Is there a prior action that was performed in order to Web
the bullheads? Yes, the boys fished (j) to each the
bullhorn's (k). So s "j" is entered in unit (k).'s purpose

column. Dashes ere entered in the remaining columns sad we
move on to the next unit.

1. Does cooking the fish at home imply e missies event/stets?
Yes. it implies tbst they went home. So unit (tog]. "the
boys west home" is identified, and the algorithm begins aisle
with this new unit.

Does going home imply s missing event /state? No. so no
unit is identified.

Is going home a component of s summery event /state?
No, so s dash is entered' in unit (m -1)'s component
column.

Is there s prior settee that wee performed in order to
go home? Yes, the boys cousin the fish (k) in order to
go bone (m1). So s .kr is entered in unit (wi)'e
purpose column. Dashes are entered in the remising
columns end the algorithm picks up where it left off

with unit (1).
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Is cooking the fish s component of s summary event/state?
No, so a dash is enteted in unit (l)'e component column.

Is there s ptiot diction that was performed in order to cook
the fish? Yea, the boys went home (art) in cadet to cook tIMI
fish (1). So an "m-1" is enteted in unit (1)'s putpose
column. Dashes are entered in the remaining columns and the
algorithm is completed.

4.0 IDENTIFYING 'RELATIONS: COMPLEXITIES

You have now completed the "basics" in identifying telstions. In

this section, common complexities that are often encountered will be

desctibed.

4.1 Complexities Of Thought And Speech

4.1.1 Perceived Event/States Sometimes event/states are pOrttayed

through charactet speech or thought. To see this identify the causal

relations in the following example:

(128)
a. Soon it was time .o est.
b. gut when Henty picked up his fork,
c. he gaped st his plate
d. and said, "Someone has filched my dinner."

Your responses to the causal questions should have been ss follows:

(120

A. Are there prior event/states thst caused it to be time to

est? No, so a dash should be enteted in unit (s)'s "cause"
column.

b. Are there prior event/states that prompted Henry to pick up
his fotk? Yes, being time to eat (s) caused it.

Consequently an "a" is put in unit (b)'s "cause" column.
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Are there prior event/states that caused Henry to gape at his
plate? Yes, the absence of his dinner, which is not
portrayed directly, but rather is described by the content of
llsery's speech (d) caused it. Consequently, a "d" is put in
unit (c)'s "cause" column.

d. Are there prior event /states that caused Henry to exclaim
that his dinkier had been filched? Yea, the absence of his
dinner, which is described by the content of Henry's speech
(d) caused it. Consequently, a "d" is put in the "caste"
column of unit (d). Thus event/states that ere portrayed
only in the content of character speech (or thought) can he
causes of other event/states.

4.1,2 Queries About An !vent - When two characters perceive an event and

one immediately queries about the event, both the event and the question

are the cause of the response. to see this, identify the causal relations

in the following:

(129)

a. A atone rolled down the hill.
b. "What was that?" he Asked.
c. "Just a rock." the other replied.

Your tesponses to the causal questions should have been as follows:

(129)

a. Are there prior event/states that caused the stone to roll

down the hill? No, so a dash is entered in the cause column
of content unit (a).

b. Are there prior events/states that prompted the men to ask a
question? Yea. the rock falling (a) caused it. So an "a" is
encored in the cause echoic of content unit (b).

c. Are there Prior event/states that prompted the other tall to

reply? Yea, the first MAWS questioning (b) and the rock
falling (a) caused it. So an "a" and a "b" is entered in the
cause column of content unit (c). Notice that both the waist

(a) and the question (b) are both causes of anitvering (c).



a

4.1.3 Character Paraphrases - Often a character will describe an :vent 1

that has already been described by the text. In these instances. the

character's description (paraphrase) is not considered to be a cause. To

see this, identify the causal relations in the following example:

(130)
a. There was a raccoon in the ttee.
b. "Look there is a raccoon?", the men slid.
c. They ran from him.

Your responses to the causal questions should have been as follows:

(130)

a. Are there prior event/states that caused the raccoon to be is
the tree? 1o, so a dash is entered in the tau*e column of
unit (a).

b. Are there prior event/states that caused the mars to exclaim
that there WS a raccoon in the tree? Yea, the rarzoon's
presence in the tree caused it. Therefore an "a" is placed
in the cause column of unit (b).

c. Are there prior event/etes that caused the men to run from
c the raccoon? Yes, the raccoon's presence in the tree caused

it. Therefore in "a" ie placed in unit c's cause column.

Unit (b) is :tot the 'Aimee of their running bemuse it is a
redescriPtiOn of unit (a).

There is one exception to the rule that character paraphrases of the

text are not considered causes. Often a character t 1 describe an event

that has already been described by the text but will do so inaccurately.

is this case either the text description or the character paraphrase can

be a cause of s subseqwent action. To see this, identify the causal

relations in the following example.
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(131)
a. There wee a rectoom in the tree.
b. "took there is s bandit is the trae," .aid the sem.
e. They ran from him.

lour respoases should have been as follows;

(131)

a. Are there prior event/states that touted the rettoon to be in
the tree? NO, so s dash is plated in the taus. tolums of
unit (s).

b. Ars there prior event/states that prompted the mes to say

that there wee s bandit in the tree? Yes, the raccoon being
is the tree (a) caused it. Therefore en "a" is plated is the
caw coiuem of snit (b).

t. Are there prior evemt/atetes that prompted the scan to run

sway? Yes, their esstoseeption that there is s bandit in the
tree (b) caused it. Therefore a "b" is plated in cases
toluao of teat (t). Here the tharetter description (b) is
ldeatiftel se the tease betsuse it differs from the text's

destripting of :he same event (s).

4.1.4 txteoded Dialogue When en overt behavior tonsists of a summary

ettion and component actions, typically only the summary action is a tease

of subsequent event/states. In contrast to this any component of extended

speeth or thought tan be a cease of subsequent event/states. To see this,

identify the tomponentiel and causal relations in the following (rissole:

(132)
Jill boasted to the newcomer. "Ou. neighborhood II so
safe

b. that we are not even going to lock 14 our silver
c. when we leave for vetettow next week."
d. The next week, the tewcomer stole their silver.

lour rosponges to the meal questions should be se follows:
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(132)

s. Is boasting that the neighborhood is safe s compomeet of
soother event/state? Perhaps. Looking shoed, we *Mice that
watts a, b and c ere all part of an extended dialogue.
Mar:fors, one of these units will he the summary event and
the remsinime two, components of that summary event. Ia
order to decide whith milt will he the summary unit, the
units that ere causes of subsequent units must first he
decided. lbws we skip down to unit (d).

c. Is the newcomer's Heeling a toapomet of another
event/erste! Ito. so a dealt should he pet in the
component columm of matt (d). Are there prior
event /states that ceased skis event/stets? Yes, hearing
that Jill was going away (c) sod leaving her ailver
unlocked (b), prompted it. So *b* and *c" ere mitered
in the cause column of volt (d). Notice that all the
units contained to the extended dieloeue were candidates
for causing subsequent wait (d). Units (b) sad (c) were
both selected become* of the judgmsat that if either of
them bed bees omitted, the newcomer would sot have been
prompted to brook into the house. Is contrast, had unit
(s) hese omitted, the sauces*r still would have. Mee
prompted to brook fa. Navies identified which unite of
the extended dlaJopoo cowed subsequent eveotietetem, us
can decide which of these emits will he designated the
smeary sweet. the rule is that the first unit of
**Weeded thought or speech that causes s subsequent
event /state is selected as the summary even. /hue,
unit (b) is the summery *vest of the Meade. aisle's.
(a'.). At this point, we can go back and finish the
analysis of these volts.

s. Is boasting that the neighborhood is safe s component of
another event/state? Ise, it is a component of boosting that
Jill isn't going to hifle her silver (b). So s "bw is 'stored
in Unit SYS cempftent column and consequently s dash is
mitered in mitt (a)'e cause column.

b. Is boasting that the silver will he Left out s component of s
mammary event/stets? No, so s dash is mitered to suit (b)'s
couposes ;columa. Are there prior wept/stetss that caked
Jill to boast that she was going to leave her silver out?
No, so s dash is entered to unit (b)'s cease column.

c is mentioning that Jill is golly on emotion s component of a
*emery event/state? Ise, it is s component of boasting that
Jill isn't going to hide her silver (b). So a Ne is mitered
Is wait (c)'s component column and consequently a dash is
entered is wilt (c)'s cave* colonel.
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.1 Complexities Of !scalier States

.1.1 Soottoos Softies* ere s cameo type of character state that ere

eitam canes of *vests. Ito eel this. identify the causal relettose in

the fallout% examples

(1)3)
s. Jane stomped on Silly's seed castle.
b. Silly got sorry
c. sad bit Jose.

Mdse respossee to the causal "motions @mould have been as follows:

(133)

s. Ara there prior avestlatates that caused Jane to stoop on the
send castle? 00. so s dash is put to unit (a)** cease
CON SO.

D. Are there prior event/states that caused Billy to become
entry' Yes. Jibe's steeples of the sand tootles (s) caused
it. Thus so "a" is put in snit (b)'a cause mites.

c. Are there prior everstistetes that rouged Silly to hit Jane?

Yes. Janes @tempt% of the seed castle caused it. Silly's

sager is not the ceuso of his hitting Jose. because Silly's
hitting response is directed at the cease of his sneer:
Jane. Utley eager eerily aeroopentes this hitting respossms
rather than cousins it. Thus. an "s" is entered in the cause
column of unit (c).

In petrel Whomever so *Vest cameo! eo eleti00. the event. and est

the 'minim. to the tibUie of the behavioral response. There ere. however.

tap secePtioes to the general rule that emotions are not abeeee of

subsequent event/states. 1111h first is when the action subsequent to the

swosiln does not tevolve the cause of the 'sotto*. to see this. !acetify

the causal relations is the following example:

So
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(134)
e. Jos. steeped on Silly's meld castle
b. Silly got awry
c. and later pushed Francis for no good reason.

Your respoosee to the causal questions should have been as follow*:

(114)

e. Are'tbare prior .vest /states that caused Use to stomp on the
castle? lhe, so a dash should be entered is unit (0's cause
column.

b. Are there prior event/states that caused Silly to get angry?
Yes, Jan's stooping of the tootle (s) caused it. So, an "a"
should be placed in unit (b)'s clause totems.

c. Are there prior event /states that caused Silly to push
Francis? Yee, Silly's angry state (b) caused it. Thus, s
"b" is entered in unit (c)'e cause column. In this example
Silly's anger is e cause because it prompts s subsequent
action (pushing Fraaci$) that does not involve the cause of
the emotion (Jane's stomping).

The second *Inept:44 to the rule that emotions do sot cause

subsequent events it when the cause of an enduring emotion is not

specified. To see this, identify the causal relations of the following

example:

(135)
a. Silly had been depressed for days.
b. No sat down by himself.

Your responses should haus been se follows:

(135)

a. Are chere prior event /states that caused Silly to become
depressed? No, so s dash is entered in the cause column of
unit (e).
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b, Are there prior event/state that caused Silly sit down by
himself? lea, Silly's depression cadged him to gilt by
himself, so as "s" is entered is the cause column of wait
(h). Mere we do not know what made Silly depressed, so the
only candidate for the cause of Silly's sitting is his
depression. Notice that this rule applies ooly to eaduriag
motions. Had more typical, transitory emotion beta
portrayed, ELRLOt event/state would have been identified
as the cause.

4.2.2 Character Habits And Traits. When a character reacts to an event

in a peculiar we, that is explainable by a trait or habit, both the trait

(habit) end the event are considered to be causes. To see this, identify

the causal relationships in the following example:

(136)
a. John was seen.
b. He saw dog
t. and kicked it.

Your responses to the causal questions should have been as follows:

(136)

a. Are there prior event/states that caused John to be swan?
No, so a dash is entered in the cause column of unit (s).

b. Are there prior event /states that caused John to see the dog?
No, so a dash is entered in the cause column of unit (b).

c. Are there prior event/states that caused Johr to kick the

dog? Yes, his being mean (s) and seeing the dog (b) prompt
hie to kick it. So both en "a" and a "b" are entered in the
Mlle column of unit (c). Here, seeing the dog would not be
a sufficient reason for kicking the dog without the trait of
being aeon, so both are identified as causes.
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4.2.3 Smvicoamencel Stsces Otitis, Jot environmental states co retucn

CO a assail oc previous @tete, (e.g.. voicing fot night. vatting Jot

someone co return or leave.) can be s cause. To see this, identify the

causal missions in the following examples:

(137)

a. It stopped seining,
b. so Joan mowed the lawn.

Your responses ca the causal questions should have been as follows:

(137)

a. Ace these Wet event /states that caused it co stop reining?
Vo, so s dash is entered in the cause column of unic (s).

b. Are these pcioc event /states chic caused Joan co mow the
lawn? Yes, the fact chic it has stopped taints. (an

envitonmentel state cecucning to normal) prompted it.

Therefore an "a" is entered in the cause column of unic (b).

4.3 Complexities Of Seenc Sequences

Scams., that occurs pcioc to a queried event /state in the portrayed

event sequence may appear subsequent co the queried event/stato in the

To see the effects of this, identify the causal relations in the

following example;

)
a. The camp counselor um. coalmine outside the sees ht
b. when he heard di:m=46ns sounds coming frog maid
c. Ne stcode inside tte mess hall.
d. The commee.br was angcy

e. when, te found the children fighting.

Your cespoeses Cu the causal questions should hove kenos follows:
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(1313)

a. Are there prior event/states that caused the counselor to

roam? No, so a dash is entered in unit (a)'s "cause" column.

b. Are there prior event/states that caused the discordant
sounds? Yes, the childrin's fighting (e) caused the

discordant sounds. So an "e" is entered in unit (bra cause
column. Notice that although the fighting (e) appears in the
text after the discordant sounds (b), in the portrayed event

sequence the fighting precedes and causes the sounds.

c. Are there prior event/states that caused the counselor to go
into the mess hall? Yes, hearing the discordant sounds (b)
caused it. Thus a "b" is entered in unit (c)'s cause column.

d. Are there prior event/states that caused the counselor to get
angry? Yes, the fighting (e) caused it. Thus an "e" is
entered in unit (d)'s "cause" cause. Notice that here again
is a cause that appears after the caused unit in the text
though before the portrayed event in the portrayed event

sequence.

e. Is there a prior cause of the fighting? No, so a dash is

entered in unit (e)'e "cause" column.

5.0 CLASSIFYING UNITS

Now that the content units, and their connecting relations have been

identified, the units can be classified as central, supportive or

distracting. central content is that which comprises the skeletal plot of

the story. supportive content fleshes out the skeletal plot with detail

and repetitions that clarify, amplify, or highlight the central content.

distracting content is composed of "dead-end" event sequences that are not

part of the skeletal piuk.
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The classification of content unite as central, supportive or

distracting is done in two steps. First central content is identified,

then the relsining *oftener.' units sre classified as either supportive or.

distracting. Each of these steps will be discussed in turn.

5.1 Identifying Central Content

There are two steps to identifying central content units. The first

step involves classifying connected units (.i.e., units with an entry in

one of the'. relation columns) as either central or noncentral. The

second step involves identifying the unconnected units that are central.

Each of these steps will be described in turn.

S.1.1 Connected Units The general strategy for identifying central

connected units involves starting at the end of the story and identifying

the sequence of purposefully and causally connected event/states that

takes the reader through the story; the specific algorithm for doing this

is

1. Identify the Last Central Unit

If the last (or next) unit:

a. Has no entries in any of its relation columns, OR

b. Is an overt action with an entry in its component column, OR

c. Is a part of speech or thought that is not judged as

Portraying Part of the gist of the speech or thought,

begin the procedure again at sE 1 with the next prior unit.

Otherwise, classify the unit us central and begin the procedure
again at 1 2 with the newly classified unit.

SS
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2. Advance from Unconnected Units

If the last unit identified as central (called here "old") has no
entries in any of its relation columns the procedure is begun
again st I 1 with the next unclassified unit. Otherwise go to I

3: (Obviously, if this is the beginning of the story you have
finished and should stop.)

3. Check for Summaty events

If the old unit portrays overt behavior and has any entries in

its component column, those entries are classified as central and
the procedure begun again at 0 2 'with each of the newly

classified units. Otherwise, go to 0 4.
.*

4. Check for *exposes

If tt... old unit has any entries in its purpose column, those

entries are classified as central and the procedure begun again
at 0 2 with each of the newly classified units. Otherwise go to

4 5.

5 Check for Causes and Disruptions

If the old unit has entries in either its cluse or disruption

columns, those entries are classified as central, and the

procedure begun again at * 2 with each of the newly classified

units. Otherwise, go to *6.

6. Check for Enablements

If the old unit has any entries in Its enable column, those

entries are classified as central and the procedure begun again
at 0 2 with each of the newly classified units. If there are no

entries in the 014 unit's .sable column, a mistake has,tsen made
and tne algorithm should be started over again.

In srder to see how this algorithm works, consider the following

example for which the relations have been identified:

(130)

UNIT TEXT .HPCDE
a. Homer lived on a farm.
b. Every morning he milked the cows.
c. One day Homer went t' the pond
d. and met his friend Ben. c -

e. The boys cut some logs -

f. and they built a raft. d -

g. As they were finishing, - -
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h. Wooer', older sister came down the Pith - f

L. and yelled. "Kamer, get up to the house J - -
j. and milk those cows!" - h - -
k. "Oh all right," Homer yelled beck. 1 - -

L. So Weser started up coward the barn. - - j - -
m. hen followed hit. I -
n. They got pails sod stools from the shed p - -

o. and began to silk the cows. P - - . -
p. They each milked six cows. - 1.0
q. They brought the silk to the house p . . . .

r. end then they headed back to the.pond. - q -
s. When they finished the raft, f - - - -
t. they boarded It u - - -
u. and floated out to the middle of the pond f - -
v. After they had drifted for s while. u - - .

w. they went to shore. y - - -

x. Then using their lunch as bait, y - - . -

y. they started to fish
s. and caught two bullheads. - y - - -

m -1 (They went beck home) z - - -
as. They cooked the fish at hose. - ml - - -

The results of applying the algorithm to this example is given below.

gaits classified se central are designated by a "C" written next to their

unit number (letter).

(139)

UNIT CEN TEXT MPCDB
s.

b.
c. C

Homer lived on s farm.

Every morning he milked the cows.
One day Moser went to the pond.

41 C end met his friend Den. c - -

e. The boys cut some Loss f - - -
f. C and built s raft. d - - -

g.
b.

Al they were finishing,
Homer's older sister came down the peth

f

-

-

- -

-

f -
L. and yelled, "Homer, get up to the house J 4. -
j. end milk those cows!" h - -
k. "Oh ell right," Homer yelled beck. 1 - - -
L. So Homer started up toward the barn. - - j - -

n Dee followed his. - j - -

n. 'Margot pails and stools from the shed p -

0.
p.

and began to *Ilk the cove.
They each milked six cows.

p
loa -

- -

q. They brought the milk to the haute p - - -

r. sod then they headed back to the pond. 41 - -
s.

t.

When they finished the raft,
they boarded it

f

u -

- -

U. C and floated out to the middle of the pond f -
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v. After they had drifted for a while,
v. they went to shore..
x. Then Luting their lunch as bait,
y. C they started to fish
a. C and caught two bullheads.
-1 C (They went beck home!

se. C They cooked the fish at home.

- -

- - -

- ml - -

The central content identified in this example was identified by

applying the algorithm in the following manner: virst the last central

810

unit is identified. In our example the first candidate for this is unit

(as), the last unit Jf the story. This unit does have an entry in one of

its relation columns (step la); Therefore unit (aa) is classified as

central and the algorithm continues with this newly classified unit at

step 2. Unit (as) does rave entries in its relation columns (step 2),

therefore, the process continues with this 'old' unit (aa) at step 3.

Unit (aa) does not have any entries in its component column (step 3),

so the process continues with step 4. Uni"; (an) does have entries in its

-urpose column. (m-I). Therefore,(m-1) (missing event 11 is classified

central and the procedure is boson again with this newly classified unit

(2-1) at step 2,

Unit (2-1) does have an entry in its r....Ition column (step 2); it

does not have an entry in either its component column (step 3) or its

Trawl, column (lite 4). It does, however, have an entry (z) in its cause

column (step 5). Therefore, unit (z) is classified as central and the

process begun again with this newly classified unit (a) at step 2.

Unit (z) has an entry in one of its relations columns (step 2); does

not have an enrry in 'ts component column (step 3); but does have an

entry (y) in its purpose column (step 4). Therefore (y) is classified as

central and the process continues with unit (y) at step 2.
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Unit (y) does have an entry in one of its relation column* (step 2);

it does not have an entry in its component Columa (step 3); or its

purpose column (step 4); but does have an entry in its cause column (u),

(step 5). Therefore, unit (u) is classified as central and the process

begins at step 2 with the newly classi:ied unit (u).

Unit (u) does have an entry in one of its relation columns (step 2);

it does not have an entry in it component column (step 3); but does have

an entry (f) in its purpose column (step 4). Therefore, unit (f) is

classified as central and the process begun again at step 2 with the newly

classified unit, (f).

Unit (f) has an entry in one of its relation columns (step 2); it

not have as entry in its component column (step 3); but does have andoes

entry (d) in its purpose column (step 4). Therefore, unit (d) is as

central and the process is begun again with unit (d) at step 2.

Unit (4) does have an entry in one of its relation columns (step 2);

it does not have an entry in its component column (step 3); but it does

have an entry (t) in its purpose column (step 4). Therefore, unit (c) is

classified as central and the process is begun again with unit (c) at step

2.

Unit (t) does not have any entries in its relations columns (step 2),

so the process begins again with the next prior unit, (b) at step J.

Unit (b) has no enties in any of its relation columns, so the process

begins again at step 1 with unit (a), the next prior unit.
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Malt (a) has no entries in any of its relation columns. 00 the

process begins again with the nom prior unit. In this case, there Is no

prior unit, and thus the algorithm Is completed.

3.1.2 Unconnected Units - The second step in classifying units as central

or noncentral involves identifying the unconnected units thee sre central.

The only unconnected units that sre classified ss central are tho'e that

introduce twin characters. In example (139). the only ir.cance of is is

unit (a) Which introduces the mein character Romer.

3.2 Classifying Noncentral Content

Onc the units have been classified as central and noncentral, the

noncentral units are further classified as either supportive or

distracting. To do this:

1. The central content of the s,_.1, is divided into episodes.

2. Non-central content within each episode is classified as
supportive or distracting.

Each of these steps will be described in turn.

5.2.1 Central Episodes - Identifying episodes involves identifying the

transitions from one episode to the next. That is, it is a problem of

identifying episode boundaries.

Episode boundaries are identified on the basis of whether there is

goat shift within the central connected units by asking: Was this central

event /state performed in order to bring about the next central

event /state? If not, that next unit marks a shift in a goal.
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There are, however, two exceptions to this rule. First, a shift from

a setting-like statement to a character action is not considered to be s

goal shift. Second, a shift from an occurrence or action that follows

setting statements to a reaction that is initiated by the occurrence or

sction is not considered to be a goal shift that marks an episode

boundary.

To see how this goal shift questions works, consider the central

connected units from example (139).

(139)
c. One day Homer went to the pond
d. and met his friend, Ben.
f. so the boys built a raft.
u. They flosted out to the middle of tne pond.

y. They started to fish
s. and sought two bullheads.

m-1. (They went back homel
aa. and cooked the fish at home.

The results of applying the goal shift question to this example is given

below. Episode boundaries are marked by a line (-").

(139)
c. One day Homer went to the pond
d. and met his friend, Ben.
f. so the boys built a raft.
u. They floated out to the middle of the pond.

y. They started to fish
s. and caught two bullheads.

0-1. (They went back hose)
and cooked the fish at home.

This episode boundary was identified by answering the goal shift question

in the following manner:

(139)

c. Did Homer go to the pond (c) in order to sect Ben (d)t Yes,
so no episode boundary is identified.
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d. Did Boort *met Bea st the pond (d) in order to build a raft

(f)? Yes, so no episode boundary is identified.

f. Did the boys build a raft (f) in order to float out in the

pond (u)? Probably, no no episo4e boundary is identified.

u. Did the boys float in the pond (u) in order to fish (y)?

Probably not. Since no setting ur tzt:isting event is
involved, an episode boundary is mark.' oetueen units (u) and

(Y).

y. Did the boys fish (y) in order to catch something (a).
Probably. so no episode boundary is identified.

x. Did the bos catch the fish (:) in order to leave (a-0? (A
less confusing 'icy to ask the question in this case is, "Did
the boys intend to leave after they had caught something ?)

Yes, so no episode boundary is identified.

as. Did the boys go beck hose in order to cook the fish? Yes, so
no episode boundary is identified.

.S.2.2 Supportive And Distracting Content - The episodes just identified

are used to classify nonce:nest units as either supportive or distracting.

Yo do this, the following algorithm is used:

\ 1. Check for the Beginning of a Distracting Sequence

If the current unit is an action that marks a shift in goal, or

the Introduction of a new goal, that cannot be considered part of
the overall goal defining the episode containing ihe closest

' previous central unit, classify it as distracting and continue

the algorithm with the next noncentral unit at step S 4.

Otherwise, go to step f 2.

2. Check for Supportive Units

If the current unit:

a. ceases enables, ur disrupts a subsequent central unit: OR
b. describes the plan or goal of central contest: 'OR
c. is not an action and is caused by or is the purpose of a

central or supportive unit. OR
is a component of a central or supportive unit. OR

e. is an unconnected unit describing the setting of central or

supportive content or their characters. OR
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f. is en unconnected introducing s character eppeortng in
central episode, THEN

classify the unit as supportive and continuo the algorithm with
the next noncentrsl unit st step 0 1, Otherwise go to step f 3.

3. Check for the ending of the dtatrectlhe sequence.

If there is s control unit between the current unit and the lent

identified distracting unit the lest identified, go to step f 1.
Otherwtes, classify the unit as distracting sad continue ills

algorithm with the next noncentrel unit et step 12.

4. Check for Dameinteg Distracting Content

If the un has not been classified yet. it is distracting. To

sake sure a mistake hes ant oeen wide, the unit should fit into
one of the following categories:

a. Enables or ceases a distracting unit
b. «ascribes the setting of a distracting sequence
c. Introduces s minor character who doesn't appear in s centre!

episode.

After checking that the unit fits into one of these categories.
classify the unit es distracting and continue the algorithm with
the next noncentrsl unit at step 2.

to see how this algorithm works, consider example (c39) ss analyzed

thus for:

(139)

UNIT CEN TEXT KPCDE
.110

a. C lamer lived on a fare.
b. Every horning he milked the cove.
c. C One day Romer went to the pond.
d. C and set his friend ben,
e. The boys cut some logs
f. C " built s raft.
E. As they were finishing,
h. Hamer', older sister ease down the path
1. and yelled. "Hamer, get up to the house

J. and silk those cows!"
k. "Oh oil right," Newer yelled beck.
I. So 4000r sorted up toward the barn.
a. men followed his.
a. They got pails and stools from the shed
a. end began to silk the cows.

P. The; each milked six cows.

4. They brougnt the silk to the hose*
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T and then they headed Auk to the red.
0. Whom they finished the raft.

t. they boarded it
u. C and floated out to the middle of the pond.....

-

-

v. After they had drifted for a while, u

w. they weneto shore. y

x Then uaing their lunch as bait, y

y. C they started to fish -

t. C and caught two bullheads.
11-1 C (They went back home(
as. C They cooked the fish at hose.

y

ml

The mats of st.plying this algorithm to example (139) i even below:

(139)
UNIT MI TEXT MPCDE

a. C
b. S
c. C
d. C
e. S
f. C
g. S
h. 0
i. 0

j.
k.

1. 0

m. D
n. D
o. D
p. 0
q.

F. D

Homer livsd on a farm.
(very morning he milked the cows.
One day Homer went to the pond

..nd net his friend Ben.
The boys cut souk lose
so they built raft.
As they were finishing,
Homer's older dieter cane down the path
and yelled, "Romer, get up to the house
and milk those cows!"
"Oh all right," Homer yelled back.
So Homer started op toward the barn.
Ben followed him.
They got patio and stools from the shed
and began to milk the cows.
They each milked six cows.
They brought the milk to the hoses
and then they heeded back to the pond. q

a. S When they finished the raft,
t. S they boarded it.
u. C and floated out to the middle of the

v. S After they had drifted for awhile
w. S they went to shore.
x. S Tten using their lunch ea belt,
y. C they started to fish
0-1C (They went back hone(
me.0 They cooked the fish at home.

Pond.

f

u

y

y

f

u

2
ml

MP.

MP. MP.

MP. MP.

The supportive and distracting unite were identified in the following
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(139)

b. The habit of milking the tows every day is not an settee
(step 1), but does describe the main character, Romer (step
2). Therefore, unit (b) is classified as supportive, and the
algorithm is continued with unit (e) at step 9 1.

e. Cutting the logs does not mark a shift in goal for the raft
building episode (step 1), but it is a component ,f the
central unit of building a raft (step 2). Therefore unit (a)
is classified as supportive and the elgotithm is continued
with unit (g) at step 0 1.

8. The restatement of finishing the iaft,does not mark a shift
in goal from the first centtalepedode-of building a raft
(step 1), but it does describe central/to/meat unit (f).
Therefore, unit (g) is classified as supportive and the
algotlthm is continued with unit (h) at step i 1.

h. Homer's sister coming down the hill does mark a shift in goal
from the raft-building episode. Thetefore, unit (h) is
classified as distracting and the algorithm is continued with

unit (i) at step 9 2.

i. Units (i-r) do not enable, .tuse, describe, nor are they
components of centtal or suppottive content (step 2:. They
are not separated from the ptevious, distracting units by a
central unit (step 4). Therefore, units (i-r) are all
classified as distracting and the algorithm is continued with
unit (a) at step f 2.

s. Finishing the raft is a redescription of central wit (f)
(step 02). Therefore, unit (s) is classified as supportive,
and the algorithm is continued with unit (t) at step 0 1.

t. Boarding the raft does not mark a shift in goal from the
first central episode of building a raft (step i 1), but it
is a component of central unit (u) (step 0 2). Therefore,

unit (t) is classified as suppottive and the algorithm
continues with unit v at step i 1.

v. Drifting does not mark a shift from the first central episode
of building a raft (step 9 1), but it Brea describe central

unit (u) (step 9 2). Therefore, unit (v) is classified as
supportive, and the algorithm is continued with unit (w) at
step 0 1.

w. Returning tc shore does not mark a shift from we second
central episode of fishing (step f 1), but it is a component
of central content unit (7) (step 0 2). Therefore, unit (v4
is Classified as supportive and the algorithm is oatnued
with unit (x) at step i 1.
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x. Using their lunch as bait does not mark a shift from toe

second central episode of fishing (step S a), but it is a
component of central unit (y) (step I 2). Therefore. unit

(y) is classified as supportive.

6.0 BISIDING.CONTSNT UNITS INTO SUBUNITS

You have now completed the procedure for identifying tenttal.

suppottive and distracting content contained in narratives. tot some

applications, it is also useful to further livid. content units identified

by this analysis into subunits that portray the components and modifiers

of events and states. Biyiding a content unit into subunits consists of

two steps:

1. The gist of the portrayed event or state is identified as a

subunit.

2. The remaining event/state. components, adjectives. adverbs.
conjunctions, and phrases are identified as subunits.

6.1 Identifying The Gist Subunit

The gist subunit of a unit portrays the gist of the event or state.

It contains the main predicatihof the unit and its '`obligatory" arguments.

The nature of the obligatory arguments vaties with the type of event or

state portrayed. The events and states we will considet are overt

actions, occurtences, perceived create, speech, thought, knowledge states,

physical states, emotions. traits. desires. and preferences.
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6.1.1 Overt Actions - The gist of overt actions Is the execution of the

action or occurrence. It consists of the main verb and who "performed"

the event (agent). if present, it Also contains who or what it was

performed on (recipient), the destination of the event, or if the

destination 'is absent, the source or starting point. Consider the

following examples:

(140) John knocked savagely at the locked door.

(141) Nick hit the wet ball from the tree to Bill.

(142) Yesterday, Jane left the house in a hurry.

The gist of (140) is "John knocked ... at the door." It contains the
verb portraying the action (knocked), who performed the action (John), and
the object acted upon (at the door).

The gist o' (141) is "Nick hit the ... ball to Bill". It contains
t'le verb portraying the action (hit), who Performed the action (Nick),
M.. object acted upon (the ball), and the object's destination (to Bill).

Notice here that although both the source (from the tree) and destination
(to Bill) are portrayed. only the destination is included in the gist

subunit.

The gist of (142) is "Jane left the house". It contai. the verb
portraying the action (left), who performed the action (ling.'. and the

action's source (the house). Notice her that since no destination is

portrayed, the source is included in the gist subunit.

When the agent, verb, recipient, destination (or source) of an overt
action is portrayed by a noun clause (sOe section 1,4.2), it is still
inclue.id as part of the 'Olt subunit. Tnis is true for the gist subuni

of any event or state. Consider the following examples'

(143) The boys finished what its= were doing.

(144) Whoever gel! .one first waters the garoen.

(145) The woman gave the lad what he wanted.

Each of these examples contain a noun clause Aich has been

underlined. Nonetheless, each example portrays onli a g.st subunit.
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6.1.2 eqcurrences Occurrences are ,.ortrayals of inanimate events caused

by natural forces. The gist of occurrences, like overt actions, is the

execution of the event. It consists of the same components chat

the gist. of overt actions consismof: the verb portraying the event., what

"performed" the event, who or what the event acted upon, and the event's

destination (or its source If no destined.* ,a specified). Consider the-

following examplesa

(146) Suddenly, the wind tore through the thatched huts in the
village.

(141) The mossy boulder rolled down the hill to the river.

The gist of (146) is "the ... wind core through the huts." is

contains the verb portraying the occt..rence (tore), what "performed" the

Incurrence, (the wind), and the objects acted upon (the lung).

The gist of (I'47) is "The ... boulder rolled ... CO the river". It

contains the verb portraying the ccurrence (rolled), what was acted upon

(the rock), and the destination of the occurrence (to the river).

6.1.3 Perceived Events Occurrences, and overt actions that are

perceived by another character, are treated differently from those already

introduced. Consider the following examples:

(148) Sue heard the lamp fall.

(149) George saw Sam leave the house.

The gist of (148) is "the lamp fall". It includes the verb

portraying the occurrence (fall), and the object involved (the lamp), but

does not include Sue's perception of the occurrence (Sue heard).

Similarly, the gist of (149) is "Sam Leave the house". ft contains the

verb portraying the action (leave), who performed the action (Sam) and the
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source of the action (the house). It does not include George's perception

of the settee (George saw).

6.1.4 Speech, Thought, And Knowledge States - The gist of speech (what a

person says), thought (what a person thinks), and knowledge states, (what

a person knows) is not the execution of the event, such as "lie said ", "Me

thought", or "He knew", rather the content of what is said or known is the

event or state.
I

Consider the foticwing:

(ISO) Karen knew that Bob found the old, rusty ring.

(1SI) Yesterday, Mark said, "Bozo deftly jumped from the porch!"

The gist of (150) is "Bob found the ... ring" because "Job found the

old rusty ring" is what Karen knew and the gist of this expressed event is ,

"Bob found the ... ring". Thus, once the e...at or state comprising the

content of the speech or knowledge state has been identified, the g'st of

the event or state is identified like any othec event or state.

Tho gist of (151) is "Bozo ... :umped from the pore.. Bozo's

jumping is the event described by Mark. The gist of this event contains

the verb portraying the action (jumped), who performed the action (Bozo),

and the source of the action (from the porch).

6.1.5 Physical rtates, Emotions And Traits - The gist of physical states,

emotions, and traits consists of the verb portraying how the state,

emotion or trait is manifested (e.g., smelled, looked, was), the nature of

the state, emotion, or trait (e.g., sweet, happy, mean), and the object or

person possessing the state, emotion, or trait. Consider the following

examples:
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(152) The artificial roses did not smell very sweet.

(153) The old, *wily hag appeared to be happy.

(154) Whoever bought that old fare was rather wise.

The gist of (152) is "The ... roses did not smell ... sweet". It

contains the verb portraying how the state is manifested (did ... smell),

the nature of the state (not ... sweet), and the object possessing the

state (the mots).

The gist of (153) is "The ... hag appeared to be happy ". It

contains the verb portraying how the emotion is manifested (appeared to

be), the nature of the emotion (happy), 4nd the person possessing the

emotion (the hag).

The gist of (154) is "whoever bought that ... farm was ... w4-!e".

It cnntaIns the verb portraying how the trait is manifested (was), the

nature of the trait (wise),and who possesses the trait (whoever bought that

f;t1m).

6.1.6 Desires And Preferences - the gist of desires and preferences

consists of the verb portraying the type of desire, the object desired,

and the character desiring, or possessing the preference for, the object.

Consider the following examples:

(155) I like fires in he winter.

(156) Old Mr. Toad wanted to eat the foolish green fi.es.

The gist of (155) is "I like fires". it contains the verb portraying

the type of preference (like), the object that is preferred (fires), and

the character who has the preference (I). The gist of (156) is "Mt. Toad

wanted to eat ... the flies". It contains the verb portraying the desire

(wanted), the object desired (to eat ... the flies), and the character
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with the desire (Mr. Toad). Notice that objects of preferences and

desires can be an entire event (e.g., to eat the flies). When this

occurs, only the arguments that would appeat in the gist of the event is

included in the object.

S
6.2 Identifying Nongist Subunits

Once the gist has been determined all remaining arguments are

considered subunits. These Include:

1. Locative and temporal phrases
2. Remaining component, of events and 'states

1. Adjectives and adverbs
4. Phrases that identify nouns (restrictive adjective clauses)

5. Conjunctions

Each of these will be discussed in turn.

6.2.1 Locative Phrases Locative phrases describe the location it which

an event occurs or the location of the person or object possessing a

state. Trim:oral phrases describe the time at which an event occurs or a

state exists. Consider the following examples:

(157) One day Frank went to the store.

(158) Tom made soup in the kitchen.

(159) &try Lou was cold yesterday.

The gist of (157) is "Frank went to the store". "One day" is a

temporal phrase that comprises a nongist subunit. The gist of (158) is

"Tom made soup". "In the kitchen" is a locative phrase that comprises a

nongist eubunit. The gist of (159) is "Mary Lou was cold". " Yesterday"

is a temporal phrase that comprises a nongist subunit.
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In otdet to distinguish subunits from each other, each content is

rewritten by placing the gist of the un:t on the first line, and each

remaining subunit below it. This has been done for examples (157 -ISO)

below.

(157) Frank went to the store.
One day

(ISO) Tom made soup
in the kitchen

(ISO) Mary Lou was cold
yesterday.

Some may find the difference between the destination 3f an action,

which is part of the gist and locative phrases, which are not, somewhat

confusing. Consider the following examples.

(160) George led the horse to the barn.

(161) George washed the horse in the barn.

In example (160). "to the barn" is the destination of George's

leading. Consequently (160) contains only one subunit. In example (163),

"it' the barn" is the location of George's washing. Consequently, two

subunits are identified. An easy test for whether the description of

location forms a distinc.. subunit is whether the locative phrase can be

put at the opposite end of the sentence without making the sentence sound

iekward tor example:;

(160) To tne barn, George led the horse.

(161) In toe barn, George washed the horse.

Example (166r sounds like awkward and consequently, "to the barn" does

not form a distinct subunit. Example (161)4, on the other hand, sounds

fine, and consequentl' "in the barn" forms a distinct subunit,
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6.2.2 Remaining Components Of Event/States - The remaining components of

event/states include further descriptions of the event/states. These

components include the following:

I. Manner of actions
2. Instruments
3. Range of stable states
4. Object of transitory states
5. Perception of events and states

Execution of speech and knowledge states
r. Aim of actions
8. Beneficiaries

Each of these types of subunits will be discussed in turn.

6.2.2.1 Manner Of Actions - The manner of actions refers to words snd

phrases that do not contain a verb, yet portray actions or emotions that

accompany an event/state portrayed in the gist subunit. Consider the

following examples:

(162) With a smile Bob placed the ring on her finger.

(163) Marty said good-bye with tears in his eyes.

In example (162), the gist is "Bob placed the ring". The phrase,

"with a smile" describes the manner in which the action (placing) is

performed and comprises a distinct subunit. In the example (163), the

gist is "Harty said good-bye". The phrase "with tears in his eyes"

describes the way in which Marty performed the action (manner of action)

and comprises a distinct subunit. Thus examples (162) and (163) would

analyzed as follows:

(162)' Bob placed the ring on her finger.
With a smile

(163)' Marty said good-bye
with tears in his eyes.
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6.2.2.2 Instruments Instruments are objects 'that characters use to

execute actions. Consider the following:

(164) Perch hit lforace with the bat.

(165) Nary dug the trench with the hoe.

(166) Wallace opened the window with a crow bar.

Is example (164), "Percy hit Horace" is the gist subunit. The phrase

"with the bat" is the instrument used CO execute the action and comprises

distinct subunit. In example (165). "Mary dug the trench" is the gist

subunit. The phrase "with the hoe" is the instrument used Co execute the
0

action component and comprises a distinct subunit. In example (166),

"Wallace opened the window" is the gist subunit. The Arne "with

crowbar" is the Instrument used to execute the action and therefore

comprises a distinct subunit.

6.2.2.3 Renee Of Traits And Habits Ranges of traits and habits portray

the circumstances in which a trait or habit of a character exists or

occurs. Consider the following **amplest

(167) Ben is gentle around horses.

(168) My teacher gives tests on Fridays.

In example (167), "Ben is gentle" is the gist subunit. The phrase

"ar'ind horses" is the range of this trait describing when Ben is gentle.

As a result, "around horses" comprises a distinct subunit. The gist of

example (166) is "Hy teacher gives tests". The phrase "on Fridays" is the

range of this haSit describing when the teacher gives tests. As s result,

"on Fridays" comprises a distinct subunit. Thus examples (167) and (168)

would be analyzed ss follower
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(167) Ben is gentle
around horses.

(168) my teacher gives tests
on Fridays

6.2.2.4 Objects Of Omotions - objects of emotions are the object or event

abOut which the emotion is concerned. Consider the following snoopiest

(169) Jane was angry at Too.

(170) Tom was afraid of being attacked.

(171) George was afra;1 of being attacked at night by dogs.

In example (169), the gist is "Jane was angry." The phrase "at Too" is the

object of Jane's anger and comprises a nongtst subunit. In example (170),

the gist is "Tom was afraid". The phrase "of being attacked" is the

object of Tom's fright and comprises a nongtst subunit. In example (171),

the gist is "George was afraid". The phrase "of being attacked ... by

dogs" is the object of George's fright and comprises a nongist subunit.

Notice that when the object of an emotion is an event, only the arguments

that would have been included to the gist of that event are included as

the object. Thus the temporal phrase "at night" comprises a second

nongist subunit. In practice, examples (169-171) would be analyzed in the

following manner:

(169) Jane was angry
at Too.

(170) Tom was afraid
of being attacked.

(171) George was afraid
of being attacked ... by dogs.
at night
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6.2.2.5 Perception Of !vent /States - As described either, the perception

of events end states describes the hearing or seeing of an event or 444'4

by +mother character. Consider the following examples:

072) Sally noticed that the 'fish wee deed.

(173) Pam watched the cloud come up over the velley.

In example (172), the gist subunit is "the fish was deed." The Ores*

"Sally noticed thee portreys Sally's perception of this state and

coatis*s a nonslip' subunit. In example (173), the gist subunit is "the

cloud come up over the vslley." The phrase "Pea watched" describes Pee's

perception of this event and comprises 4 nongist subunit. /bus examples

(172-173) would be +emitted in the following manner:

(172) the fish was deed
Sally Twileed that

(173) the cloud come up over the valley.
Pee watched.

6.2.2.6 Execution Of Speech, Thought. And Knowledge States - As

previously described, the execution of speech, thought and knowledge

states is the particular act performed in speaking.

Consider the following examples:

(174) Jack remarked, "1 hate eating this food."

(175) Henry knew that Jack hated the beans.

thinking, or knowing.

In example (170, the gist subunit is "I hate eating this food." The

phrase "Jack remarked" is the execution of this speech and comprises a

nongist subunit. In examptw (I75), tee gist subunit is "Jack hated the

beans". The phrase "Henry knew that" is the "execution" or type of

knowledge and comprises a nongist subunit. Thus. examples (174) and (175)
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would be amayted in the following manner;

(170 "I hate eating this food."
Jack remarked,

(17S) Jack hated the beans.
Henry kne that

6.2.2.7 Ala Of Actions - The *is of an action is the purpose for which it

was executed. Consider the following examines;

(176) Henry left the house to go to the store.

(177) Yesterday, George sang to get attention.

fn example (176), the gist subunit is "Henry left the Wuse". The phrase

"to go to the store" is the sim of the action and cotstitutea a nongiat

subunit. In example (177), the gist subunit is "George sang". The phrase

"to get attention" is the sis of the sction and comprises a nongiat

subunit. The phrase "Yesterday" is a tespocsl phrase that comprises

second nongist subunit. Examples (176) and (177) would be analystd in the

following sinner:

(176; Henry left the house
to go to the store.

(177) George sang
Yesterday
to get attention.

6.2.2.R Beneficiaries - Beneficiaries are people for whom an sctio:t is

performed. Consider the following examples:

(178) Hairy baked a cake for Marie.

(179) In the park, the woman put some bread under the trees for
the birds.
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In example (171), the gist subunit is "wry baked s cake." The Ores,

"for Marie" is the beneficiary for whom ths baking was done sod cowrie**

s imagist subunit. In example (179), ths gist subunit is "the woman put

some bread under the trees". The phrsse "for the birds" is the

beneficisry for whoa the action was done end comprises a nongist subunit.

The phrsse "In the park" is a locative phrase that comprise a second

nongist subunit. !samples (178) and (179) would be snalyged in the

following manner:

(178) Miry baked a coke
for Marie.

(179) the woman put some breed under the trees
In the park.
for the birds.

6.2.1 Adjertives And Adverbs - Also cnnsidered es separate subunits, sad

not part of the gist subunit are any

Consider the following exas,lea:

(180) Paul angrily washvi the dishes.

(111) The red dress faded in the washer.

(l12) The young boys stole the new car in the &idle of the night.

modifiers of nouns nr verbs.

In example (180), the gist subunit is "Paul . . washed the dishes".

The word "angrily" is an adverb describing how the dishes were veined and

comprises a imagist subunit. In example (181), the gist subunir is "The

... dress faded in the washer". The word "red" is an adjective

describing the drp...and Comprises a nongist subunit. In example (112),

the gist subunii is "The ... boys stole the ... car". The wore "young"

is an adjective describing the boys and comprises a floosie' subunit. The

word "nee" is sn adjective describing the car and comprises a second
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nongist subunit. The phrase "in the middle of the night" is a temporal

phrase and comprises a thrid nongist subunit. Examples (180-182) are thus

analyzed in the following manner:

(180) Paul ... washed the dishes.
angrily

(181) The
red

dress faded in the washer.

(182) The ... boys stole the ... car
young
new
in the middle of the night.

6.2.4 Restrictie Clauses And Phrases - Restrictive clauses and phrases

identify a noun. Consider the following examples:

(183) He rook all the chalk that was broken

(184) and put it in his jacket pocket that didn't have a hole.

In example (183), the gist subunit is "He took all the chalk". The phrase

"that was broken" is a restrictive clause that identifies which chalk was

taken and comprises and nongist subunit. In examplz (184), the gist

subunit is "and put it is his ... pocket". The phrase "that didn't have

a hole" is a restrictive clause that identifies which pocket the chalk was

put in and comprises a nongist subunit. The word "jacket" is an adjective

describing the pocket and comprises a second nongist subunit. Thus,

examples (183) and (184) are analyzed in the following manners

(183) He took all the chalk
that was broken.

(184) and put it in his ... pocket
jacket

that didn't have a hole.
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6.2.5 Conjunctions - The final type of subunits are conjunctions. Only

conjunrtions that connect different content nits comprise distinct

subunits. However, the conjunctions "and" and "then" never comprise

distinct subunits. Consider the following content units:

(185) Jack laughed

(186) because Jill was standing on her head

(187) and singing a song.

In example (185), the gist subunit is "Jack laughed ". It contains no

other subunits. In exasiple (186), the gist subunit is "Jill was standing

on her head ". Tho word "because" is a conjunction connecting unit (185)

and (186) and comprises a nongist subunit. In example (1R1), the gist

subunit is "and singing a song." it contains no other subunits since the

conjunction "and" neve, comprises a distinct subunit. /bus, examples

(181-181) are analyzed in the following manner:

(185) Jack laughed

(186) Jill was standing on her head
because

(187) and singing a Song

As an exercise, rewrite on a separate sheet of paper the subunits of

the following examples!

(188) Alone, a little pronghorn lay waiting in the brush.

(189) far away, his frightened mother raa ecross tea open country

(190) because a coyote was running after her.

(191) The little pronghorn knew his mother would come back

(192) but he was afraid of being left alone

(191) and wanted to be comforted by his mother right away,

These examples should have been analyzed in the following manner:
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(188) a ... pronghorn
Alone

little
witting

... lay ... to the brush.

(189) him should there be ..e here? mother ran across the country
Far away
frightened
open

(190) a coyote was funning after her.
because

(190 his mother would come back
The ... pronghorn knew
little

(192) he was afraid
but

of being left alone

(193) and wanted to be comforted by his mother
right away.

.7.0 AN EXTENDED EXAMPLE

In this final section, we will present the entire analysis of a story

adapted from a nongist grade ready iymer b Martin, 1975). The story is

entitIA The Raccoon and Mrs. McGibols." The story will be presented in

four different forms. First it will be presented in paragraph form. Next

it will be broken down into content units. Then, it will be broken down

into subunits. Finally, the relations and centrality classification of

the content units will be presented.
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7.1 The Story In Paragraphs

A little raccoon, who was almost tame, lived in an old apple tree.
He had a black mass on his face and six black rings on his tail. There,
in the woods by the old apple tree, was a little house where Mrs.
McGinnis lived. Mrn. McGinnis had one cow and two pigs. She cook
armloads of hay to the cow and piils of corn to the pigs and every night
the cow and the pigs went to sleep under the apple tree. Then she put a
slice of bread on the doorstep for the raccoon, and the raccoon knew that

the bread was for him.

One night she was standing in front of her house, as she often did.
She looked up and saw a star. "That's the first star T have seen tonight,
indeed it is," she said. "I will make a wish. Indeed I will." She looked
up at the star. "I wish for a little Fern, so my cow and my pigs will be
safe from the wind and the rain." Then she put a slice of bread on her
ate p.

after Ore. McGinnis had gone ro bed, the raccoon came down from the
tree and picked up the bread. Re walked into the woods until he came to a
river. beside the river he swished the bread in the water, because that

is what a rarconn often does, When the bread was wet, he are lc.

Secause he was still hungry, he started to look for something more to
eat. Just as he starteL to look, he heard something coming dove, the road.
Two men came along on their horses. The raccoon hid in back of a :ree.

The nen got down from their horses. "Mrs. McGinnis is not far from
here," the first man said. "We will leave our horses here, and we will go
to Mrs. McGinnis' house. We will go very quietly, and we will take her
cow and pigs. She will not know they are gone until morning."

The men put black masks over their faces and started down the road.

The raccoon followea. The men made no noise. When they reached the apple
tree, they took the cow and the pips and started ba.k through the +goals.

The little raccoon still .ollowed. He followed quietly. Th.n he

stepped on a small branch, and the branch broke with a CRACK. "What was

that" asked the first man. "It was notning," said the other. "Little
night aramals often play here." Then a small rock rolled down the hill and
into the river. It made a splash. "What vas that?" asked the first man.

"it was nothing," said the other. "Nothing at all." Often little fish

jump and splash in the water. Everything was very still until a rabbit

ran down the road, "I think someone is following us," the first man said.

The little raccoon thought he would climb a tree because there he

would be safe from danger He climbed up and looked around the tree to
see where the men were. In the moonlight, only the black mask of the

little raccoon could be seen. THE MEN WERE LOOKING RIGHT AT HIM.
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"It is another masked bandit," said the first man. "Don't shoot."
said the other. "You may take our cow ano our pigs." "Take our money
too," said the fitst man. "only please don't shoot." And as he tan to his
horse, he tossed a fat moneybag to the ground. The men went off down the
road as fist as _heir horses could go.

The .accoon climbed down and picked up the moneybag. He took it to

the river and swished it in the water. The cow and the pigs started down
the road that led to tne little house, and the raccoon followed with the

moneybag. tecause he often looked on the step for bread, he went there to
look. There was nothing on the step, so he dropped the moneybag and went

up the tree to his bed.

In the morning Mrs. McGinnis came outside. "What is this? It is a
moneybag' Indeed it is! My wish has ccme true! Indeed it has!" She fed
the animals and watered the garden. Afterwards she called up the builders
and they soon had her bare. built.
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7.2 The Story In Content Units

1. A little raccoon, ... lived in an old apple tree.
2. w6a was almost tame,
I. He had a black mask his face
4. and six black rings on nis tail.
S. There, in the woods by the old apple tree, was a little house

6. where Mrs. McGinnis lived,
7. Mrs. McGinnis had one cow and two pigs.
8. She took armloads of hay to the cow
9. and pails of corn to the pigs.

10. And every night the cow and the pigs went to sleep under the apple tree.

tl. Then she put a slice of bread on the doorstep for the raccoon,
12. and the raccoon knew that the bread was for him.
11. One night she was standing in front of her house,
14. as she often did.

15. She looked up
16. and saw a star.
17. "That's the first star I have seen tonight,
18. indeed it is," she said.
19. "I will make a wish.

ZO. indeed twill."
21. She looked up at the star.
22. "I wish for a ttt3le bare,
23. so my c;',w and my pigs will be saf from the wind and the ra,
24. Then she put a slice of bread on her step.
25. After Mrs. McGinnis had gone to bed,
26. the raccoon came down from the tree
27. and picked up the bread.

28. lie walked Into the woods
29. until he came to a river.
10. Beside the river he swished th. bread in the water,

31. because that is what a raccoon often does.
12. When the bread was wet,

31. he ate it.
14. Because he was still hungry,
35. he started to look for something more to eat.

16. Just as he started o look,
17. he heard something coming down the road.
18. Two men came along on their horses.
39. The raccoon hid in back of a tree,
40. The men got down from rheir horses.
41. "Mrs. McGinnis is not far from here,' the first man said.
42. "We will leave our horaos here,
41. and we will go to Mn. i McGinnis'' house.
44. We will go very quietly,
45. and we will take her cow and pigs.
46. She wi!' not know they are gone until morning."
47. The men put black marks over their faces
48. and started down the road.
49. The raccoon fol'owed.

50. The men made no noise.
51. When they reached the apple tree
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52. they took the cow and the pigs
51. and started back through the woods.
54. The little raccoon still followed.
55. He followed quietly.
56. Then he stepped on a small breach,
57. and the bianch broke with a CRAM
58. "What was that?" asked the first man.
59. "It was nothing, said the othet.
60. "little night animals often play here."
6t Then a small rock collo; sown the hill and into the -iver.
62. it made a splash.
63. "What was that?" asked thefirst man.
64. "It was nothing," said the other.
65. "Nothing at all."
66. Often little fish jump
67. and splash in the water.

68. Everything was very still
69. until a rabbit ran down the road.
70. "I think someone is following us," the first man said.
71. The little raccoon thought he would climb a tree
72. because there he would be safe from danger.
71. He climbed up
74. and looked around the tree to see where the men were.

75. In the moonlight, only the black mask of the ra,coon could be seen.

76. THE MEN WERE ..00KING RIGHT AT HIM.
77. "It is another masked bandit," said the first man.
78. "Don't shoot." said the other.
79. "You may take our cow and our pigs."
80. "take our money too," said the f -st man.
81. "Only please don't shoot."
82. Awl as he ran to his horse,
83. he tossed a fat moneybag to the ground.
84. The men went off down the toad
85. as fast as their horses could go.
86. The raccoon climbed down
87. and picked up the moneybag.
88. He took it to the river
89. and swished it in the water.
90. The cow and the pigs started down the road that led to the little house,

91. and the 1.31M004 followed with the moneybag.
92. Because he often looked on the step for bread,
93. he went :here to look.

94. There wag nothing on the step,

95. so he dropped the moneybag

96. and went up the tree to his bed.
97. In the morning Mrs. McGinnis came outside.

98. "What is this?
94. It is a moneybag!
10G. indeed it is!

1OL. My with has reme true!
102. Indeed it has!"
103. She fed the animals
104. and watered the garden.
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105. Afterwards she called up the builders
106. and they soon had her barn built.
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7.1 The Story In Subunits

1. A raccoon. ... lived in an ... tree.
little

old
apple

2. who was time,
almost

1. He hid a ... mask
black

on his face

4. and rings on his tail.
six
black

S. There.. was 4
in the woods

by the ... tree,
old
apple
little

... house

6, where Mrs. McGinnis lived.

7. Mrs. McGinnis had ... cry and ... pigs.

one
two

8. She took ... hay to the cow
armloads of

9. and ... corn to the pigs.

pails of

O. ... the cow and the pigs went to sleep under the ... tree.

And every night
apple

11. Then she Put ... bread on the coorsteP
a slice of
for the raccoon,

12. ... the bread was for him.

an( he raccoon knew that

11. ... she s.rs standing In front of her house,
On. night

14. he ... did.

,s
..ften
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15. She looked up

Is. and saw a star.
2

17. "That', the first star ...
I have seen
tonight.

18. indeed ...
it is,"
she said.

19. "1 will make a wish.

20. Indeed ...

I will."

21. She looked up at the stet.

22. "I wish for a little barn,

23. ... ay cow and my pigs will Be s.,te
so
ftom the wind and the rain."

24. Then she put ... Bread on :,er step.

a slice of

25. ... Mrs. McGinnis had gone to bed,
After

26. the raccoon came down ...
from the tree

21. and ticked up the bread.

2R. Ks walked into the woods

29. ... he came to a river.
until

30. ... he swished the bread in the water,
Beside the river

31. ... that is what a taccoon
because
often

32. ... the bread was wet,
When

33. he ate it.
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3i. .. he was ... hungry,

Because
still

35. he started to look for something more ...

to eat.

36. ... he started to look.
Just as

37. ... something coming down the road.
he heard

3R. Two men came along ...
on their horses.

39. The raccoon hid in back of a tree.

tol. The men got down ...
from their horses.

41. "Mrs. McGinnis is not far from here,"
the first man said.

42. "We will leave our horses here,

43. and we will go to Mr'. McGinnis' house.

44. We will go .. quietly,
very

45. and we will take her cow and pigs.

46. She will not know they are znno

until
morning."

47. The men put ... masks over their faces
black

4R. and started down the road.

49. Toe raccoon followed.

50. The men made no noise.

51. ... they reached the ... tree,

When
apple

52. they took the cow and the pigs

53. and started back through Lhe woods.
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54. The ... raccoon ... followed.
little
still

55. Ne.followed
quietly.

56. Then he stepped on a ... branch,

small

5/, and the branch broke ...
with a CRACK.

58. "What wss that" ...
asked toe first man.

S9. "It was nothing,"
said the other.

60. ... animals ... play here."
Little

night

often

61. Then a ... rock rolled ... Into the river.

small
down tie. hill and

62. It made a splash.

43. "What was that?"
asked the first man.

64. "It was nothing," ...

said the other.

45. "Nothing at all,"

66. ... fish lump
Often

little

67. an splash ...
,n tae water.

68. Everything was ... still
very

69. ... a rabbit ran down the road.
until

70. ... someone is following us," ...
"I think
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the first man s.id.

71.

he would climb a tree
The .. raccoon thought

little

72. ... there Ite would be sAfe

because
from danger.

73. He climbed up

74t and looked around the tree ...
to See where the men ware.

75. ... only the ... mask could be seen.
black
of the ... raccoon
little

In the moonlight,

76. THE MEN WERE LOOKING RICHT AT '11M.

77. "It is bandit," ...

anuther
masked
said the first man.

78, "')on't shoot," ...
said the other

79. "You may take our cow and our pigs."

80. "Take our money ...

too,"
said the first man.

Al. ... don't shoot."
"Only 0
please

82. he ran to his horse,

And as

83. he I 'seed moneybag to the ground.
fat

84. The men went off down the road

85. ... their horses could go.
as fast as
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86. The raccoon climbed down

87. and picked up the moneybag.

88. He cock it to the river

89. and swished it in the water.

93. The cow and the pigs starred down the road ...
the. led to the ... house,
tittle

91. and the raccoon.follotd
with the moneybag.

92. ... he ... looked for bread,

because
often
on the step

cri. he went there ...
ta look.

94. There 416 nothing on the step,

95. ... he dropped the moneybag
so

96. and ye' ... to hi% bed.
up the tree

97. ... Mrs. McGinnis tame outside
le the gu,rn1ng

9R. "What Ii thi%'

99. It it a moneybag!

100. Indeed ...
it la'

101. My wish twig come true!

102. Indeed ...
it. las!

103. She fed the animals

104. and watered the garden.
105. ... she called up the builders

Aftitrwards

j06. and thty ... had her barn built.
door
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7.4 The Story Analyzed

UNIT CEN TEXT 4PCOE
1. C A little raccoon, ... lived in an

old apple tree.

2. S who was almost tame.

3. C He had a black mask on his face

4. S and six black rings on hts tail.

5. S There, in the woods by the old
apple tree, was a little house

6. C where Mrs. McGinnis lived.

7. C Mrs. McGinnis had one cow and two
pigs.

R. S She took armloads of hay to the
cow

9. S and pails of corn to the pigs.

10. S And every night the cow and the

pigs went to sleep under the
apple tree.

U. Then she out a Slice of bread on
the doorstep for the raccoon,

12. C and the taccoon knew that the - 11 - -

bread was for him.

13. C One night she was standing in
front of het house,

14. S as she often did. 13 -

15. S She looked up 16 - -

16. C and saw a star. - - 13

17. S "That's the first 'tar I have 16 - -

seen tonight,
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UNIT CEN TEXT 4PCDE
113. S indeed it is." she said. 16 - -

19. S "I will make a wish. - - 16 - -

20. S Indeed I will." 10 -

21. S She looked up at the star. 22 -

. C "I wish for a little barn, - - 16 - -

23. S so my cow and my pigs will be 22 -

safe from the wind and the rain."

24. C Then she put a slice of bread on
her step.

25. C After Mrs. McGinnis had gone to
bed,

26. C the raccoon came down from the
tree

- 12 -
24

25

27. C and picked up the bread. - 26 -

28. S He walked into the woods 29 - -

29. C until he came to a river. - 27 -

30. S Beside tie river he swished the 33 - -

bread in the water,
3

31. 5 because that is what a raccoon
often does.

32. S When the bread was wet, 31 - -

31. e he ate it. - 29 -

34. C Because he was still hungry, - 33 -

35. C he started to look for something - - 34 - -

more to eat.

36. S Just as he started to look. 35 -
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UNIT CE! TFXT M P C O E

37. S he heard something coming down 18 - -

the road.

18. C Two men came along on their - - 7 35 -

horses.

i9. S The raccoon hid In hack of a - - 18 - -

tree.

40. C The men got down from their 4R - -
horses.

41. S "Mrs. McGinnis is not far from :5 - - - -

here," the first man sail.

42. S "We will leave our horses here, 45 - - -

41. S iod we will go to Mrs. McGinnis'
house.

45 -

44. S We will go very qul tly, 45 - -

45. S an4 w will take her cow and
pigs.

- 34 - -

46. S She dill not know they are gone 45 - -

until morning."

47. C The men put black masks over
their faces

48. S and started down the road. 51 - -

49. r The raccoon followed.

50. S The men made no noise. 51 - -

51. C When they reached the apple tree, - 18 - -

52. C they took the cow and tl.e pigs - 51 - -

51. C and started back through the - 52 - -

woods.

54. S The little raccoon still 49 - -

followed.
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=1,

M P C D E

55. S Ne followed quietly. 49 - -

56. C Then he stepped on a small 49

branch, 53

57. C and the branch broke with a - - 56 - -

CEACK.

58. S "What was that?" asked the first - 57
Mart

59. S "It was nothing," said the other. 58

60. S "Little night animals often play
here."

S9

61. C Then a small rock rolled down the
hill and into the river.

62. S It made a splash. 61 - -

63. S "What was that?" asked the first

man.

- 61 - -

64. S "it was nothing," said the other. - 61 -

65. S "Nothing at all." 64 -

66. S Often little fish jump 64 -

67. S and splash in the water. 64 -

68. S Everything was very still

69. C until a rabbit ran down the road.

56

70. C "I think someone is following El - -

us" said the first man. 69

71. S The little raccoon thought he
would climb a tree

- 72 - -

72. C because there he would be safe

from danger.
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UNIT CEN TEXT MPCDE
73. C He climbed up - - 72 - -

74. S and looked around the tree to see
where the men were.

- - 73

75. C In the moonlight, only the black 3

mask of the little raccoon could
be seen.

- - 73

76. C TIE MEN WERE LOOKING RIGHT AT - - 73

HIM.

77. C "It is another masked bandit," - 47 -

said the first man. 70
75

71)

78. C "Don't shoot." said the other. 79 - -

79. C "You may take our cow and our - 75 -

pigs." 76

77

80. "Take our money too," said the - - 75 - -

first man. 76

77

81. S "Only please don't shoot." 80 - -

82. S And as he ran to his horse, 83 - -

83. C. he tossed a fat moneybag to the

ground.

- 80 - -

84. C The men web, off down the road - 78 -
79

85. S as fast as their horses could go. 84 -

86. C The raccoon climbed down - - 83 -

84

87. C and picked up the moneybag. - 86 - -
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88. S He took ft to the river - 87 - - -

89. S and swished it in the water. - 88 -

90. S The cow and the pigs started down
the road that led to the little
house.

91. S and the raccoon followed with the
moneybag.

92.

93.

C

C

Because he often locked on the
step for bread,

he went there to look. - 92 -

94. C There was nothing on the step, - - 93 -

95. C so he dropped the moneybag - 87 -
94

96. S and went up the tree to his bed. - 95 -

97. C In the morning Mrs. McGinnis came
outside.

98. S "What is this! 94 - -

99. C It is a moneybag! - - 95
97

100. S Indeed it Is 99 -

101. C. My wish has come true( - 22 - -

94

102. S Indeed it has 101- -

8-1, 0 Then Mrs. McGinnis started her
morning chores.

103. She fed the animals 1,1-1 - -
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104. 0 and watered the garden. 41 - -

105. C Afterwards she called up the - - 99 - -

builders 101

106. C and they soon had her barn built. - 105- - -

99
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S.0 REFERENCES AND NOTES

Footnotes

1. There are some Contexts in which both the execution and Content
of speech, thought, or knowledge states are included in the gist

subunit. The most common of these are negations if what was

said:

Sam didn't think it was good.
- George didn't say he could do it.

Other examples include contexts in which the execution is

questioned or emphasized:

- Nov do you know he did it?
He said he did it.

2. First star is considered to be d single concept.

3. Unit (31) is portrayed as a cause of unit (30). kowever, since

unit (30) is a component of unit (13). this relation is not
indicated.
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